of the 2011 season.
To all the boys who represented the 3rds this
year, thank you for making 2011 a memorable one!
Time flies when you are having fun and 2011 flew
by!
M Badenhorst
MIC
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De Wet Taljaart, our fiery wicketkeeper and walking
encyclopaedia, has had another successful season
behind the stumps. De Wet’s optimism, word of
encouragement, fighting spirit and of course keeping
skills has pulled us through many tight games and
hot Saturday mornings. With De Wet there is never
a dull moment.
Thank you for writing such an appropriate report

Cricket 4th Team
The 2011 season for the 4th Cricket team was a very
successful season in which we won all but our first
game of the year, against our neighbours Aﬃes.
From that point on we never looked back and
worked hard to maintain the record that the team
would be proud of. Most of our games were then
very one sided which once again just showed the
depth of Boys High cricket.
Our season started in January with the
disappointing loss to Aﬃes (PBHS 115/8, Aﬃes
117/5, lost by 5 wickets). The loss seemed to reignite the fire within the team and saw us become
almost unbeatable, with wins over St Davids (St
Davids 61 all out, PBHS 61/0, won by 10 wickets),
St Stithians (PBHS 270/5, St Stithians 68 all out,
won by 202 runs). The first half of the season ended
with our traditional home game against KES who,
in the past, have provided us with very competitive
matches. We played really good cricket to end the
first half of the season on a high with a great victory
(PBHS 143/2, KES 48 all out, won by 95 runs).
In the fourth term the second half of the season
resumed and was very successful as we went
unbeaten. We recorded wins against Parktown (47
all out, PBHS 48/1, won by 9 wickets), St Johns
(PBHS 216/3, St Johns 59 all out, won by 157 runs),
Jeppe (36 all out, PBHS 39/1, won by 9 wickets), and

Aiden Markram showing scant respect to the
bowling attack

finally a win over KES in a 20/20.
There were many special individual highlights by
players both with bat and ball but it was as a team
that we excelled.
I would say the team’s biggest highlight was the
202 run win over St Stithians. This was an excellent all
round cricket display. Batting first, we demonstrated
excellent running between the wickets and rotating
the strike, backed up by a brilliant bowling and
fielding performance.
One of the main characteristics of this team was
the spirit in which they played their cricket, not
only in the games but also at practice. This was the
foundation for the success of this team and made it a
pleasure to coach them.
Many thanks must go to Luke Levitt who
captained the team in the first half of the season
and to Erin Heyman and Khutlo Mokgara who
captained the team in the second half of the season
for their leadership.
Finally a huge thank you to all the players who
played for the fourth team this year for the hard
work and dedication they put in to make it such a
successful and enjoyable year.
Colin Fielding
Coach

Playing with determination from Shane McLachlan.
The Pretorian
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Cricket 5th Team
Despite the fact that Waterpolo has become a very
popular summer sport at Pretoria Boys High School,
we are still blessed with more than enough boys
playing cricket during the 1st and 4th terms at PBHS.
In fact, during the 4th term when the U16 age group
play in the open age category, we actually have a
problem with more boys than teams available and a
shortage of fixtures for the lower teams.
The 5th Cricket team of PBHS plays most of their
games against the 1st, 2nd or 3rd teams of the local
Pretoria schools to make sure that the boys have
a competitive match. Many of the schools in and
around Pretoria don’t even have a summer sport
season in the 4th term due to their examinations
starting so much earlier than ours. Hence, a
shortage of fixtures. During the 4th term we

therefore had only 2 fixtures: one against Aﬃes’
5th side which we lost by one run and one against
KES at home where we beat them convincingly
by almost a 100 runs. However, we kept the boys
busy with an internal league in which the 5th–8th
teams play against each other, but it wasn’t such
a great success.
It is once again very evident how well behaved
and well mannered our boys are when we compete
against all the local schools in Pretoria. I want to
compliment the boys for their uncompromising
behaviour and impeccable manners on and oﬀ the
field. I am very proud of you guys.
Mike Smuts
Coach.

Cricket 6th Team
The 6th Team had an enjoyable cricket season. During
the first term they managed to play some competitive
cricket. The team beat KES and lost to Crawford 1st
Team but other games scheduled against Midstream
and Aﬃes were rained out. During the fourth term
many U16 players joined the team and this changed
the dynamics of the team in a positive way. The team
then managed to beat KES and Aﬃes. The players
from the U16 age group proved their value in the
short time that they played for the team. Particular
mention must be made of Rossouw van Vuuren,
Brandon Geldenhuys and Wes du Toit. These players

managed to score over 50 and also took a few wickets
during each game. The team also played an internal
league match in which they were beaten by the 5th
Team. The other internal league games were mixed
team aﬀairs with 5th, 6th and 7th Team players playing
in the same teams against one another. These matches
were played with enjoyment and sportsmanship. I
would like to thank Nathan Smith for his captaincy
and all the players who played for the team.
Simon Anderson
Coach

Cricket U16A
The 2011 cricket season commenced with the
traditional fixture against the Old
Boys. As per usual, the Old Boys claimed their right
to bat first and seemed to be in
excellent form as they set us a challenging target of
149 in 25 overs. Batting second,
we struggled to maintain the required run rate and
were unable to build any significant
partnerships, resulting in a frustrating loss.
This seemed to set the trend for the season as we
managed to win only two of the following six
encounters. Matches were lost against AHS, KES and
St Stithians while an exciting fixture against Grey
College had to be abandoned due to late afternoon
rain and lightning.
Boys that regularly played for the side were the
following:
Luvo Claassen
Certainly one of the most reliable bowlers in the
team. He has the ability to consistently hit a good
202
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line and length. Definitely the man to turn to when
the run rate needs to be kept down.
Best figures:
vs Parktown
10
1
38
4
Nathan Dunkley
Very talented opening batsman. His patience and
good temperament helped him to eﬀectively deal
with the new ball and to accelerate the run rate
when required. He was unfortunate not to get half
centuries on two occasions.
Best performances:
vs AHS
44 runs
vs Grey College 44 runs
vs St Stithians 22 runs
Shivar Chuturgoon
An extremely exciting player to watch, whether
batting at number 2 or 3. Has the ability to take any
bowling attack apart, but still needs to work on his
shot selection and mental approach to the game.
Best performance:

rapidly increase the run rate. His most memorable
display with the bat was surely the blistering fifty he
scored against Aﬃes oﬀ only 29 balls!
Best performance:
vs AHS 64 runs
Steven Meyburgh
A talented left arm oﬀspin bowler with a bright
future. His tenacity in the field together with his
determination to constantly improve himself as a
player made him an asset to the side. With a little
more composure at critical times, this young man
will reach even greater heights.
Best performance:
vs Parktown
8
3
13
4
Kevin Short
Undoubtedly one of the most dedicated cricketers
I’ve ever come across. His contributions with both
bat and ball made him one of the stalwarts in the
team. Possesses an intense desire to achieve and
realise his full potential.
Best performances:
vs AHS
9
1
30
2
vs KES 88 runs
Liam Rochford
Joined the team during the early stages of the season
and immediately made an impact with his positive
attitude in the field as well as his courageous middleorder batting. A team player with a lovely sense of
humour and total commitment to the side.
In conclusion I would like to thank every member
of the team for a short, but enjoyable season.
Remember that you are in charge of your destiny –
so focus on making the right choices and use every
opportunity that comes your way. Many thanks
also go to the parents for their loyal support and to
Vuyani Jimlongoe, our dedicated scorer who spent
many a Saturday next to the field.

Wesley Benade hitting one over extra cover for a boundary

Aiden Markram solid in defence
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vs Parktown
89 runs
Kyle Glass
Was thrown in at the deep end when he was asked
to take over the captaincy during the early stages of
the season. He developed very well, however, in his
new, unfamiliar role and has learnt a lot this year.
Not only is he a very tidy wicket keeper, but he also
has the ability to keep the scoreboard ticking over as
a middle order batsman.
Dale Harris
A dedicated and hard-working member of our
squad. Could always be relied upon to spearhead
our bowling attack although he never quite found
the rhythm he was looking for. Also proved to be an
outstanding fielder who always put pressure on the
batting side.
Philip Hendry
A top order batsman with a very sound technique
and an abundance of talent. Has developed the
ability to maintain the required run rate by taking
quick singles and putting the bad ball away. His
exceptional fielding abilities also made him very
valuable to the team.
Best performances:
vs St Davids
46 runs
vs Grey College 63 runs
Mbulelo Jimlongoe
A hardworking cricketer with an immeasurable
passion for the game. Very solid as an
opening batsman and more than capable as an
oﬀspin bowler. Has the ability to bat
for long periods of time if he survives the initial
onslaught with the new ball.
Best performance:
vs Grey College 91 runs
Dustin Melton
Primarily an opening bowler, but was plagued by
injury this season which aﬀected his performance. He,
nevertheless, deserved his place in the side through
his superb eﬀorts in the field as well as his ability to

Erlo Rust
Coach
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Cricket U15A
The year showed a vast amount of promise even
though no centuries were scored. At one time or
another the team pitched in and made it work.
Six boys shared in the twelve half centuries. Tyler,
Thomas and Shane, all got four wickets at one time,
while Ashton got five. Tyler and Matthew both
took six wickets. Matthew did this in a fiery spell
against Garsfontein and Tyler doing it twice against
Parktown and Aberton Schools. I t was a long hard
year of cricket with 25 matches which could have
been more but for some bad weather.

Year’s Stats
Johannesburg League
Pretoria League
Touring League
Pretoria Pro 20 League
Total
52% win ratio

P
9
10
3
3
25

W
5
4
2
2
13

L
4
6
1
1
12

Year’s Results
Johannesburg League
St Benedicts
PBHS won by 6 wickets
St Davids
PBHS won by 4 wickets
St Stithians
PBHS lost by 37 runs
KES
PBHS lost by 2 wickets
Parktown
PBHS won by 9 wickets
St Johns
PBHS won by 154 runs
Jeppe
PBHS lost by 5 wickets
KES
PBHS lost by 7 runs
Alberton Schools PBHS won by 6 runs
Pretoria League
AHS
PBHS lost by 104 runs
Centurion
PBHS lost 61 runs
AHS
PBHS lost 57 runs
Oos Moot
PBHS won by 8 wickets
Waterkloof
PBHS lost by 9 wickets
Eldoraigne
PBHS won by 1 wicket
Menlopark
PBHS lost by 18 runs
Eldoraigne
PBHS lost by 31 runs
Wonderboom
PBHS won by 23 runs
Touring League
St Andrews
PBHS lost by 63 runs
Grey College
PBHS won by 11 runs
Paarl Boys
PBHS won by 2 wickets
Pretoria Pro 20 League
Midstream
PBHS won by 7 wickets
Montana
PBHS won by 12 runs
Centurion
PBHS lost by 6 runs
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Tyler Easton Captain (played 25 matches)
Tyler opened the bowling and played the role of an
all-rounder in the team. He made 403 runs with a
personal best of 39*. He hit 14 fours, took 13 catches
and was involved in 4 run outs. He was the top
wicket taker, claiming 41 scalps at an average of 15.4.
He had an economy of 3.6 His best bowling figures
were 6/21. He was selected for the Northerns PG
Bison U 15 side.
Daelon Campbell (played 24 matches)
Daelon was a top-order batsman and the wicket
keeper of the team. He made 759 runs at an average
of 36 with a personal best of 78*. He hit 98 fours and
7 sixes. He made 6 half-centuries missing out on a
century in his year. He took 35 catches, was involved
in 12 run outs and took 3 stumpings. Against
Garsfontein, he took 5 catches and had 1 stumping
making this his best match as a wicket keeper.
Ashton Fortuin (played 24 matches)
Ashton was an all-rounder in the team. He batted in
the top order and could take up the role of the fifth
bowler. He made 411 runs, which included 1half
centuries with a personal best of 54. He hit 36 fours
and 1 six. In the field he was outstanding, taking 11
catches and was involved in 8 run-outs. He took 11
wickets at an average of 39.5. His personal best was
5/40.
Thomas Mashiane (played 24 matches)
Thomas was another good all-rounder in the team
who could hit the ball hard down the order and
bowl at the death. He made 146 runs with a personal
best was 32. He hit 13 fours and had 1 six denied
to him by a brilliant catch on the boundary which
would lose them the Pro 20 against Centurion by six
runs. He took 6 catches and was involved in 4 run
outs. He was selected for the Northerns PG Bison
U 15 side. He took 25 wickets at an average of 25.6
with a bowling economy of 4.7. His personal best
was 4/22.
Matthew Smith (played 24 matches)
Matthew was an outstanding in-swing seam bowler,
who could bat and would see the team home in a
nail-biter against Paul Roos. He took 26 wickets at
an average of 28.8 and with an economy of 4.5. His
personal best was 6/46. He made 153 runs with a
personal best of 53 in a fifty run partnership with
Daelon Campbell against St Benedicts. He took 2
catches and was involved in 4 run outs.
Shane Mclachlen (played 19 matches)
Shane was a top-order left hand batsman who could
turn his arm over with some wrist spin. He made
313 runs, with 31 fours and a personal best of 40. He

took 10 wickets at an average of 35.5. His personal
best was 4/81. He took 7 catches and was involved
in 3 run outs.
Jordan Joubert (played 19 matches)
Jordon opened the batting and towards the end of
the year got to open the bowling on a few occasions.
He made 316 runs, which included 2 half centuries
and his personal best was 64. He hit 24 fours and 3
sixes. He took 3 wickets at an average of 63.3 and a
personal best of 2/32. He took 10 catches and was
involved in 5 run outs.
Johan van Rensburg (played 16 matches)
Johan came into the team late because he was away
at bush school. He was a left-arm finger spinner who
was incredibly economical and opened the bowling
in the Pro 20’s. He took 17 wickets at an average of
22.35 and an economy of 3.29. He had a personal
best of 3/30. He made 133 which included 14 fours
and a personal best of 29*. He took 1 catch and was
involved in 2 runs outs.
Jake Blew (played 15 matches)
Jake came into the team as a hard hitting, middle
order batsman. He made 167 runs with a personal
best of 65. He finally found some good form in the
last match against Alberton Schools where he batted
to his true potential. He hit 15 fours and 1 six. He
took 4 catches and was involved in 1 run out.
Allan Goldacre (played 15 matches)
Allen started the year as an opening bat coming
from the C team. He made 293 runs at an average of
21. He tried hard to make a half century but always
fell just short with a personal best of 48. He hit 35
fours, took 3 catches and was involved in 1 run out.
Sam Mitchell (played 15 matches)

Sam opened the bowling with some lively pace and
shared the number nine, ten and eleven slot with
Matthew Smith and Johan van Rensburg. He took
21 wickets at an average of 23 and had an economy
of 4.1. His personal best was 3/31. He took 3 catches.
He made 41 runs with 3 fours and a personal best of
12 not out.
Pablo Talbot (played 14 matches)
Pablo joined the team late in the year to fill the gaps
that were left by the bush school boys. He showed
great energy that would won him a permanent spot
in the team. He made 210 runs which included a half
century with a personal best of 58. He hit 17 fours
and 4 sixes. He was involved in 3 run outs.
Daniel Tooley (played 14 matches)
Daniel was the nagging voice on the field that was
able to adapt and bat anywhere in the order. He
made 152 runs with a personal best of 28. He hit 11
fours. He took 6 catches.
Wesley Benade (played 12 matches)
Wesley would open the batting will boys were away
at bush school. He made 101 with a personal best of
33. He hit 7 fours and 1 six. He took 1 catch.
Thanks must go to other boys who, during the
year also played for the team: Isheanesu Mawarire
(4), Jade Richter (5), Andries du Toit (2), Francios
Smith (2), Blaiden Blignaut (1) and Tristan James
(1). A special thanks must go to the parents who
showed their support by spending many a Saturday
and numerous Wednesdays and Thursdays at the
matches.

Jake Blew dispatching the ball to the boundary with purpose

Matthew Smith displaying a good action

Andrew de Kock
Coach
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Cricket U15B
The 2011 season definitely did not start as we would
have liked. The team suﬀered two big defeats
within the first 4 matches: one against Aﬃes and
one against Grey College. After beating Cornwall
Hill College’s A-team during the midweek game the
team did not look back and they went undefeated in
the remaining seven games of the season.
One game that stands out is the first game we
played against KES. PBHS lost the toss and were
asked to bat first. This was a decision that we were
not happy with and our batsmen struggled the whole
morning and eventually managed to reach a score of
133 runs after 30 overs. Almost all the top and middle
order batsmen contributed towards the score.
During the drinks break our bowlers were a little

bit concerned that we might not have enough runs
to defend; especially because batting conditions
gradually improved as the day wore on.
PBHS’s bowlers worked hard from ball one and
were backed-up by spirited performances from the
fielders.
The first wicket fell in the second over. After KES
lost 2 wickets in the eighth over and another in the
tenth over the heart was ripped out of the batting
attack and we went on to bowl them out: they had
needed only 11 runs to win.
The U15B cricket team of 2011 was a talented and
spirited bunch of boys. I predict that some of these
boys will go on and in the future represent PBHS at
the highest level.

Results

Bowling Average

St Albans College
AHS
St Davids College
Grey College
Cornwall Hill College
St Stithians College
KES
Parktown
St Johns College
Jeppe
KES

Won by 9 wickets
Lost by 7 wickets
Won by 7 wickets
Lost by 80 runs
Won by 35 runs
Won by 101 runs
Won by 11 runs
Won by 110 runs
Won by 9 wickets
Won by 65 runs
Won by 65 runs

Batting Average
Andries van Wyk
Pablo Talbot
Francois Smith
Blade Blignaut
Tristan Topka
Ish Mawarire
Jake Blew
Sam Mitchell
Wesley Benade
Jade Richter
Neil Landsberg
Luke Morkel
Allan Goldacre
Wayne Parker
Byron Lotter

Total
203
188
161
108
93
90
65
56
55
50
48
16
13
12
10

At Bat
7
8
9
6
8
7
1
2
4
4
4
4
3
2
3

Not out
1
1
4
1
2
1
0
1
1
1
3
1
0
0
1

Average
33.83
26.86
32.2
21.6
15.5
15
65
56
18.33
16.67
48
5.33
4.33
6
5

Highest Score
67*
66
50
57*
40*
39
65
48*
35
35
27*
8
6
12
6

Daelon Campbell about to stroke the ball
through the oﬀ-side
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Luke Morkel
Byron Lotter
Sam Mitchell
Wayne Parker
Pablo Talbot
Ish Mawarire
Jade Richter
Gelan Bisrat
Blade Blignaut
Allan Goldacre
Francois Smith
Marc Coetzee
Sean James
Jake Blew

Wickets Overs Runs
Conceded
15
46
173
13
54
146
9
18
45
7
29
109
7
30
143
7
19
88
6
14
58
6
11
54
6
11
45
1
8
38
1
5
18
2
4
26
0
2
7
0
3
17

Economy
rate
3.76
2.8
2.5
3.75
4.76
4.63
4.14
4.9
4.09
4.75
3.6
6.5
3.5
5.67

Best
3–14
2–16
4–19
2–10
2–4
3–30
2–11
3–31
2–6
1–28
1–17
2–26
0–7
0–17

2011 proved to be a successful year for the U/15C
cricket team. During our first practice together it
was clear that we had a very good balance between
specialist batsmen and some very quick opening
bowlers. Another very strong point was the number
of players who were on the verge of making the
B side. The first term saw us take on some very
talented opposition in the form of a strong KES side
and an even stronger Grey College unit.
The match against Grey College gave the boys an
opportunity to play a full day match. For some this was
their first opportunity to do so and they grabbed it with
both hands. During this game the boys experienced all
of the ups and downs for which the game is renowned.
After the College opening partnership of 130 runs we
managed to bowl the rest of the team out for only 50
runs, meaning that we had a target of 180 to reach. A
solid opening partnership laid a good foundation for
the chase but a mini collapse in the middle order made
for some tense moments. With rain pouring down and
needing only another 12 runs to win we finally ran out
of overs. Thinking back, we could have easily called
the game due to a wet pitch and bad light but the boys
were looking for a result and fought with everything
they had. It was this fighting spirit and ‘never say die’
attitude that made coaching this team an absolute
pleasure.
The team was ably captained by Sean James, who
also opened the batting. Sean has an extremely good

eye for the ball and proved his worth with quick
scoring batting performances throughout the year.
One of the highlights of Sean’s season has to be the
massive square six he hit on Oehley field to win the
game against Marais Viljoen. His bowling improved
consistently throughout the year and he was one of
the leading wicket takers. Vincent Edwards partnered
Sean up front this year and has improved immensely.
He has matured into a confident cricketer and I look
forward to seeing him grow over the years.
Our strike bowler was Garth Kirkcaldy. Garth is
a very quick and clever bowler who has the ability
to move the ball both ways. His consistency ensured
that we always got oﬀ to a good start. The highlight of
Garth’s season must be his hat-trick against Jeppe in the
fourth term. Mark Coetzee also played a vital role in the
team’s success this year with his pace and accuracy.
The team ended the year with two clinical
performances against Jeppe and Marais Viljoen,
winning both matches by 10 wickets.
My thanks go to the boys for their dedication and
hard work throughout the year. I have thoroughly
enjoyed working with them over the past two years
and look forward to watching them grow at Boys
High. My thanks must also go to the parents for
their support and loyalty throughout the year.
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Cricket U15C

Ryan O’Donoghue
Coach

Cricket U15D
2011 had a diﬀerent feel about it all together. The
vibe was diﬀerent from the start. The number of
boys that pitched for trials was far less than in 2010.
The first term started thus very slowly and at the
end of the first term the U/15 D team played only
one game in comparison to last year.
The team went their separate ways and two terms
passed. We got together in the third term and three
of the boys, Aiden Malan, Matthew Remus and
Keaghan Vryenhoek were pulled up to the C-team.
This opened the door for exciting younger players
like Günter Nowak and Mark Steyn. Mark batted
superbly in all of the games in the third term. Günter, as
an under 14 boy, played great cricket for an age group a
year older. He is definitely one to watch for the future.
The U/15 D team played four games in the third
term and won three. Boys, I hope you enjoyed playing
cricket at Boys High! I wish you all just the best for
the 2012 Cricket season. Coaching you was an honour
D Botha
Coach

Another victory on the cards:

The Pretorian
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Cricket U14A
The season started on the first day of School with
the U14 cricket trials. Selection of the team is always
diﬃcult and some players don’t make the team for
the first few games only to push for selection later in
the first and third term.
The first match of the season was against St
Benedicts, we bowled them out cheaply and won
by 5 wickets, with Michael Gous having a great
all round day, what a way to start! We then took
on Aﬃes who made a formidable score of 238, but
with Michael Gous scoring a hundred and with
support from Jason Fourie and Tristan James we
beat Aﬃes by 5 wickets. Things were looking good.
This should have set us up for a good tussle against
St Davids,and after bowling them out for under
200, we should have easily chased down the target,
unfortunately the top order failed and it was left to
Kyle Pratt, Tristan James and Chris Hitchcock to save
the day with a draw. The next three games left a lot
to be desired as we were bowled out for 110, 71 and
then78. While the boys felt despondent, they needed
to realize that we were playing against the best in
the country and this was not junior school cricket.
Most of our batsmen lost confidence and anybody
scoring above 20 was doing well. The last game of
the 1st term was against Parktown and, after Nathan
Kruger steadied the ship with a good 40 and some
of the other batsmen weighed in with contributions,
we won by 62 runs. Our bowling department was
never taken to the cleaners but often did not have
big enough targets at which to bowl.
During the third and part of the fourth term we
played in the Pretoria League, which are 25 over
games, where results can go either way. We had wins
over Eldoraigne and Oos – Moot, but poor batting
against Montana and Garsfontein let the side down
and bad bowling and fielding against Waterkloof,
Menlopark and A.H.S. saw us lose these games.
The Paul Roos game was another which should
never have been lost, Paul Roos at 81 for 8 eventually
ended on 226 for 9, after some poor bowling and bad
fielding.
The highlight of the season was undoubtly the
Charl van Rooyen festival held at Paarl Boys during
the September holidays.
The results, could have been better, with losses to
Grey High, Selborne and Bishops. Grey and Bishops
should have been won comfortably in that we
chased small targets. We beat Jeppe and Kearsney.
The team spirit was superb and the boys grew into
a good unit. The boys took a while to get used to the
slow wickets and thick out-fields. The team realized
that the opposition was always going to be tough.
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During the fourth term the team started to realize
their true potential and began to play some good
cricket. Against St Johns we bowled them out for just
over a hundred. Kyle van Jaarsveld produced the
best figures of the season taking 7 for 3!!! We lost a
few unnecessary wickets in the run chase but won by
4 wickets. Jeppe was next in line, and having beaten
them in a 20/20 game at Paarl our confidence was
high. They amassed just over 200, with our bowlers
getting on top of them. Our innings started like a
house on fire but then we lost wickets at regular
intervals. At 92 for 8 we looked dead and buried, but
Tristan and Chris nearly got us home and showed
the top order batsmen how to bat, but after we lost
two quick wickets, Jeppe sneaked home. Our next
game was against K.E.S. and with at least 4 of our
top players unavailable things looked bleak. K.E.S.
put our bowlers to the sword and after setting a
target of nearly 250, our opening batsmen put on 27
for the 1st wicket, but at 32 for 5 the writing was on
the wall. What a disappointing way to finish our last
U14 game at Boys High.
Alberton Schools were the next opponents and
the team kept their best batting display for last,
with Ross, Michael, Jason and Kyle van Jaarsveld
getting among the runs: we amassed 298 for 8. With
something for the bowlers to bowl at, Chris, Justin,
Kyle and Kyle and Tristan got among the wickets
and we ended up winning by more than a hundred
runs. As discussed with the boys, the importance of
scoring runs will always put pressure on the team
chasing the target, and to get only just over 200
twice during the year would always put pressure on
us as a team.
This year the team was captained by Kyle Pratt
and his deputy was Michael Gous. Both boys deserve
credit for their team leadership, although there were
some tough times and harsh words spoken, they
never moaned or complained. The art of cricket with
field placing being high on the agenda was their
biggest learning curve.
Player Profiles
Kyle Pratt: Opening bowler and middle order
batman, Kyle was a hard hitting batsman, who
could hit the ball great distances. He played some
important innings. His bowling, in which he relied
on the inswing often beat the batsman but without
reward. Kyle has been a pleasure to work with and
was always respectful. I look forward to seeing
him build on this year’s performance. He puts
tremendous pressure on himself to succeed and will
need to relax slightly in order to enjoy his cricket

Tristan James: Lower order batsman & medium
pace bowler. Tristan often opened the bowling and
regularly had the batsman playing and missing but
often without any luck. He bowled some beautiful
spells and put the batsman under pressure. He was
the top wicket taker for the team.His battling had
its ups and downs but often added valuable runs
towards the end of the innings. Tristan on three
occasions nearly won the games for the team because
of his batting. He has a tremendous throwing arm
and a safe pair of hands. Tristan will have to learn
not to be so hard on himself, when things don’t go
his way.
Grant Grobbelaar: Middle order batsman. Grant
started the season in the B team, but once he was in
the A team he never looked back. He played some
fine innings and his 83 against Eldoraigne was out of
the top drawer. He managed to chip in with useful
contributions against most opponents. His 50 not
out against Kearsney won us the game. Grant has a
tremendous pair of hands and took some stunning
catches during the season.
Christian Hitchcock: Right arm oﬀ – spin and lower
order batsman. Chris has a unique action, and was
3rd highest wicket taker in the team. He often broke
stubborn partnerships and was unlucky not to pick
up a few more wickets. He contributed with the bat
down the order and he and Tristan put on some good
partnerships. He is a good fielder but must learn to
keep his eye on the ball until the last moment.
Justin Schutte: Oﬀ-spin bowler and lower order
batsman: Justin found his way into the team only at
the start of the 3rd term. He would often come on to
bowl and break stubborn partnerships. His batting
was good and he often held up one side while the
other batsman was attacking the bowling. Justin, as
with most of the players, will need to concentrate
for longer periods especially when fielding. I look
forward to watching his progress in the older age
groups.
Kyle van Jaarsveld: Right arm fast bowler and
lower order batsman. Kyle has the ability to bowl
very quickly and gain tremendous bounce. His
bowling against St Johns was brilliant and if he
can concentrate with his bowling he could become
a formidable bowler at the higher age groups. His
batting improved as the season progressed, and his
six against Kearsney and his last innings against
Alberton Schools proved he could bat. Kyle’s
fielding is an area that he will need to work on if he
wants to remain at A team level.
Other players to play for the A team during
the year: Christiaan Kleyhans, right arm medium
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and push himself further.
Michael Gous: Top order batsman and medium
pace bowler, Michael scored the most runs for the
team and scored the only century against Aﬃes. His
bowling took a bit of a dip during the 4th term due
to some injuries. He could, when focused, destroy
any bowling attack, but will need to concentrate for
longer periods of time and not give his wicket away.
I look forward to seeing him playing in the higher
age groups, as he has a very bright cricketing future
ahead of him.
Ross Venter (Muscles): Opening batsman, Ross
started the first few games in the B team and once
he got into the A team never looked back. His last
innings against Alberton Schools showed me that
with a bit more concentration Ross could become a
top class opening batsman. Ross was never short of
a word and often was more of an irritation to me
than the batsman!!
Keegan Palcich: Opening batsman and Wicketkeeper.
Keegan played a few games in the B team and,
although selected for the A team during the 1st term,
was lacking in confidence. His return to the A Team
saw him take the position of wicket keeper and he
came on in leaps and bounds during the 3rd and 4th
terms. His injury during the 3rd term saw him come out
with a chest guard and often had the rest of the team
in stitches with his well padded look before fielding
or batting. I believe he has the ability to become a top
class batsman, but will need to concentrate for longer
periods of time.
Jason Fourie: Top order batsman/ wicket keeper.
Jason has all the potential in the world, but to reach
that potential he will need to realize that it must
mean “life and death” when it comes to batting and
not just throw his wicket away. He has a good eye
and timing, and can take a bowling attack apart at
will. This game must never become too easy for him,
and I believe he can become a devastating batsman
if he puts his mind to it. Jason started out as our
first choice keeper and helped out at the Charl van
Rooyen festival. Being so tall meant wicket keeping
was often diﬃcult for him.
Nathan Kruger: Top order batsman and seam
bowler. Nathan opened the batting and had a spell
at number 3. He has the ability to become a good
top order batsman, but has the tendency to give his
wicket away. He will need to learn to concentrate for
longer periods. Nathan’s seam bowling was out of
the top drawer, and although he was not always in
the wickets, he bowled his ten over spell at around
three runs an over. He bowled good areas and, as he
grows, will become more of a handful to batsmen.
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Cricket
bowler and middle order batsman. Joe Rooyakkers,
medium pace bowler and right hand batsman.
Oyama Dlulane, right arm medium bowler, lower
order batsman.
Chris Paterson, top order batsman. Cuan Verhage,
right arm medium bowler and lower order batsman.
Robert Kennerley, oﬀ –spin bowler and middle
order batsman.
Thanks must also go to Mbuyi Katumba our
scorer who did a great job, here in Pretoria and
down in Paarl at the Charl Van Rooyen Festival.
Two other players, Dylan Cooper and Oliver
Jonsson played for the team but left the school
during the 1st term.

To the parents, thank you for your support,
regardless of where the team played. Most of the
parents traveled to the away venues to support
their sons and the team. To the Venters and Gous’s
thank you for the support down in Paarl at the
Charl Van Rooyen. I look forward to watching this
team develop over the next few years, as there are a
number of naturally gifted cricketers who played for
the A team this year. Remember boys, to relax and
have fun and be proud of the badge you wear on
your chest, thank you for a good season.
Mike Housdon
Coach)

Cricket U14B
Under the guidance of our coaches, Themba Nskosana
and Doc Lombard, we had a very successful albeit
short season. Despite a few disruptions due to
injuries and some of our players moving up to the
A-team, we managed to pull oﬀ a fine season. During
the season we tackled each match with enthusiasm;
the all-rounder ability of the majority of the team was
useful. The teams “never-say-die” attitude did pay
oﬀ. A highlight of our season was our win against
AHS and the narrow loss of only two games against
KES. While success is always a team achievement and
there was quite a bit of movement in the team during
the season, special mention should be made of some
sterling individual performances. We witnessed some
brilliant fielding by Justin Schutte and great bowling
by Cuan Verhage; Kyle van Jaarsveld’s pace bowling
scared batsmen with his wizardry of alternating
Yorkers and bouncers. We had very accurate bowlers
like Oyama Dlulane, Nathan Kruger and Matthew

Hill, as well as Bradley Scott who was economical
with the ball and hardly gave away any rounds with
his swing bowling. At wickie, Mbuyi Katumba made
good stops and worked hard. In the batting, Timothy
Kenyon showed fighting spirit. He was moved up
from the C Team and played some good strokes
without taking any risks. Christopher Paterson was
an unselfish and accurate opening batsman who set
things up nicely for the middle-order batsmen. The
spirit in our team made every match enjoyable and the
team spirit formed part of the success of our season.
I am honoured to have captained our team and very
proud of our performance all round, including the
work ethic and camaraderie displayed throughout
the season. All in all, we were a unit and displayed
great team eﬀort.
Luke Haynes
Captain

Cricket U14C
The amount of injuries in the two higher teams
throughout the year meant that the C-side was rarely
the same from one week to the next. The net result
of this was that it was diﬃcult to allocate a role to
each person in the team on a consistent basis. This
meant that often the boys had to stick their hands up
to perform roles in which they were unfamiliar and
sometimes not entirely suited for.
That being said, the manner in which all the
boys approached each game and their various
roles within the team was commendable. The boys’
good-natured approach and ability to focus on the
positive things that happened to them meant that
all matured greatly throughout the season. The boys
who ended the season were scarcely recognizable as
the same ones who arrived at the school in January.
Highlights of the season included the beating of a
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talented St. Johns side, with an outstanding batting
performance followed by a gritty bowling one. The
victory was a result of the boys’ mature approach to the
game. The following weak a disappointing performance
in the field meant that Jeppe posted a considerable
total for us to chase. A partnership in excess of 80 runs
between Calvin Nascimento and the side’s captain,
Michael Knoetze, meant that the eventual victory was
considerably more comfortable than expected.
Thanks to all the boys who represented the C-side
this year. The improvement shown by each player
has been massive. Your approach to the game and
humorous outlook has made coaching you a fun,
rewarding experience.
Chris Nel
Coach

After the influx of boys at the U14 trials at the start
of the year, it was clear that there was an abundance
of talent amongst the Form 1s and that the U14
group would enjoy a good season. The successful
season that the U14D team enjoyed confirmed these
suspicions. Captained, for the most part, by Joshua
Holdt, the team enjoyed a high win ratio, losing only
two games the whole season.
Despite rain interrupting some of the year’s initial
fixtures, the U14Ds eventually began the season like
a juggernaut with three convincing victories over St
Davids, St Johns and St Stithians. These results were
due largely to impressive batting performances by
Jonathan Claasen and Ashton Brown, and wickets
from Brad Scott, Tyler Armstrong, Raymond
Burnard and captain Holdt.
Our first stumbling block came in a loss to KES on
a tough Brooks Field wicket, where the team showed
fight with the ball despite being bowled out for 65.
Although this ended the first part of the season on a
low note, the team still felt satisfied with a group of
games filled with good cricket.

The season resumed in the fourth term, with a
major shift in personnel due to injuries. The team
had a new group of players, but the winning
mentality from the first term continued. Josh Holdt
took 9 wickets in the first two games against St Johns
and Jeppe, ensuring landslide victories. The captain
was assisted with memorable bowling performances
from Daniel Hirschberg and Raymond Bernard,
while Mbuyi Katumba, Nicky Murray and Inus
Heymans racked up runs. The penultimate game
of the season saw the team stumble again to KES,
despite a quick-fire 40 from Ashton Brown.
Overall, while the winning mentality of the team
was evident in most games, it was the attitude of
the players that characterised the season. The boys
always showed good etiquette, and I trust that
all the boys who represented the team will go on
to enjoy successful cricket careers at Boys High.
Congratulations must go to Josh Holdt, who not
only performed well this season, but captained the
side with maturity and grace.
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Cricket U14D

Cricket U14F
We lost our first two matches of the season against
Aﬃes and CBC but began to assert ourselves with
wins over Jeppe and Parktown. We played one away
game in the second half of the season, losing by 8
wickets to CBC. We also played two internal games
which the boys enjoyed as they can compete against
their mates.
Here is now a profile of the boys who played
during both halves of the season.
Alex Loubser: Had a stint as captain and impressed
with his calm approach to the game. He was our
most successful batsman notching up 40 and 45 runs
against Jeppe and Parktown respectively.
Kristen Van Zyl: also had a stint as captain. He
is a solid batsman and eﬀective spin bowler able to
vary his speed. However, he needs to show greater
powers of concentration.
Carlo Swarts can develop into a good all rounder.
He bowls a medium pace ball and quickly gets his
eye in when batting.
Rishay Rajkumar is a batsman who has a good
batting technique and is able to occupy the crease
at length. He is a medium pace bowler and bowls a
good line and length.
Dashiel Pillay has played two seasons for the
team and has shown a marked improvement in his
batting and bowling due to his regular attendance
at practices.
Lindelani Ndala: has matured as a player and is

determined to do well in the game.
Kearabetswe Mfolo: is able to spin the ball quite
prodigiously, but requires greater control to be truly
eﬀective.
Tristan Payne, Michael Alummoottil, Lerato
Masters, Joe Abraham and Mark Hammill all enjoy
the game of cricket and need to work on aspects of
their game in order to move up the league.
P Noonan

Murray Coetzee, the epitome of concentration
The Pretorian
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Cross Country
If you’re reading this report, then you’re either a
cross country runner or a parent of a cross country
runner. Which means we have a lot in common. So
here goes a little banter, a success story, gratitude
and a couple of tributes.
I mentioned in my speech at the winter sports
dinner what a treat it is to belong to a sport which
attracts only the most loyal boys in the school. This
little group thrives on the promise of progress and
superior athleticism. And I share their delight when
their running ability takes a leap. One such example
is our vice-captain, Michael “McDogg” McLaggan.
He went from being a titchy Form I, the 87th best
runner in his Form, to the very best in his Form
and 59th in the country five years later. The only
cross country record to fall this year was that of the
senior Street Mile. Michael ran an impressive 4:26!
Improvements such as these are not uncommon
to boys who are dedicated to the sport. Typically
they are quiet, patient and immune to ridicule. As
there is nowhere to hide in a race, the last of those
characteristics is necessary to allow one some space
to grow as an athlete. Michael has learnt to relish
discomfort and so he plans to run desert marathons
after school.
Mental toughness is one thing, but mostly the
improvement is most dramatic when the boys start
oﬀ small. Some of those little ones have been an
endless source of amusement to our captain, Max
Calitz. At one point he suggested that Matthew
Hills run barefoot because his shoes weighed more
than he did. I chuckle at the image because the
proportions make it seem true. And whenever ThatiTots (Thati Phele) misbehaved Max would start
bench-pressing him to remind him who’s boss. I’m
not sure the team’s featherweights ever appreciate
their advantage, but it’s a losing battle I have to keep
fighting in a school where size seems to be all that

matters.
Max and Michael have, as most cross country
runners, been part of the team for five years. And
so it is sad to see them go. They added such value
to the team in that they were very diﬀerent role
models. Max won the spirit trophy for the lively
conversation and humour he always brought to
practices. Michael won the dedication trophy for his
determination and passion. As I have said before,
their presence oﬀers something to the team which
the coach cannot. They will be missed.
I have accumulated many theories about running.
And always there are runners who spoil those
theories. One of my theories is that the importance
of training is inescapable. But Aston Fortuin,
Gomolemo Mahuma and Jason Viljoen damaged
my credibility when they helped win the Jo’burg
League.
However, my dignity is still intact. We finished
third overall in the Pretoria League (which equals
our best) and seventh overall in the Noordvaal Final
(which is one better than our previous best). The
convention in these two competitions is to add the
score of the junior team to that of the senior team.
I’m holding thumbs that when Thati, Shelton, Sive,
Emmanuel and Shaiky (what’s left of my dream) get
to matric we’re lucky enough to have some strong
juniors.
I owe thanks to Mr Orr for assisting wherever
and whenever he is needed. And I am indebted to
Iven Moorhouse who assists so generously with the
timing chips at the Inter-House cross country. His
contribution allows us make the performance of
every boy in the school count – something which, as
far as Inter-House events go, is truly unique.
L Keeton
MIC

The cross country runners make an easy transition to athletics
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Full Colour
Michael McLaggan
Shelton Mokuena
Half Colour Re-awards
Michael Truebody
New Half Colour Awards
K Ferreira
E Olusegun
T Phele
S Dzhabirov
Champion Runner Trophy
Junior
Senior
A Fortuin
S Mokuena

New Records
Spirit Trophy
M Calitz

Crock Cup
G Mahuma

Best Under14
M Hills

Best Under15
A Fortuin

Best Under 16
S Mokuena

Best Under 17
K Ferreira

Best Under 19
M McLaggan

Progress Trophy
T Phele

Street Mile (Senior)
Michael McLaggan 4:26.55

SPORT

Awards

Dedication Trophy
M McLaggan

Senior Cross Country

Front Row L–R: A de Wet, K Ferreira, M McLaggan (Vice-Captain), M Calitz (Captain), M Truebody, D Walker, M Leppan.
Back Row L–R: Mr L Keeton (Coach), S Mokuena, S Dzhabirov, C van der Merwe, R Kruger, D Baytopp, R Fair, E Olusegun, T Phele,
Mr R Orr (Coach).
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Cross Country
Cross Country Results
Old Boys’ Race
Boys
2. S Dzhabirov
3. M McLaggan
4. M Truebody
5. S Mokuena
Form I Race
1. G Mndebele
3. R Bradshaw

Old Boys
1. B Ward
9. M Hatton
11. T Malope
12. S Siakam
2. G Grobbelaar

Social Race
Boys
1. S Mokuena
2. M McLaggan
3. S Dzhabirov

Girls
1. A Landsberg
2. S Chamberlain
3. K Simon

10 km Classic
Junior
1. A Micklesfield
2. J Viljoen
3. M Hills

Senior
1. M Calitz
2. M McLaggan
3. T Phele

King-of-the-Mountain Race
Junior
Senior
1. G Mndebele
1. M McLaggan
2. M Milton
2. M Calitz
3. M Edwards
3. S Dzhabirov
Inter-House
Under 14
Under 15
1. M Hills
1. A Fortuin
2. R Bradshaw
2. A Micklesfield
3. P Lennon
3. G Mndebele
Under 16
Under 17
1. S Dzahabirov
1. K Ferreira
2. T Phele 2. D Walker
3. E Olusegun
3. M Letoaba
Under 19
Overall
1. M Calitz
1. M Calitz
2. M Truebody
2. S Dzhabirov
3. D Jacobs
3. T Phele
Junior winners:
Senior winners:
School House
School House
First Jo’burg League Race
Juniors (1st)
Seniors (1th)
2. A Fortuin
2. S Mokuena
8. M Hills
3. M Calitz
9. J Viljoen
6. M McLaggan
10. D Claassen
7. S Dzhabirov
Second Jo'burg League Race
Juniors (1st)
Seniors (1rd)
3. A Fortuin
13. S Mokuena
4. J Viljoen
4. S Dzhabirov
8. M Hills
8. M McLaggan
9. D Claassen
11. T Phele
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Third Jo'burg League Race
Juniors (1st)
Seniors (2rd)
3. A Micklesfield
5. S Mokuena
5. M Hills
7. M McLaggan
6. J Viljoen
17. R Khan
10. D Claassen
19. E Olusegun
Fourth Jo’burg League Race
Juniors (1st)
Seniors (2rd)
4. A Fortuin
4. S Mokuena
5. A Micklesfield
12. M Calitz
7. D Claassen
14. M McLaggan
11. G Mahuma
17. T Phele
Juniors (gold)
Seniors (5th)
Inter-League Championship Race
Juniors (gold)
Seniors (silver)
1. A Fortuin
4. S Mokuena
4. A Micklesfield
9. M McLaggan
7. J Viljoen
11. M Calitz
10. G Mahuma
19. E Olusegun
13. G Mndebele
30. S Dzhabirov
23. D Tooley
Inter-District (Individual Championships)
Junior
Senior
8. A Fortuin
7. S Mokuena
14. J Viljoen
15. M McLaggan
19. A Micklesfield 17. M Truebody
31. G Mndebele
36. G Mahuma
Kempton Park Relay Race
Juniors (8th)
Seniors (5th)
A Micklesfield
S Mokuena
A Fortuin
M Calitz
J Viljoen
M McLaggan
G Mndebele
S Dzhabirov
(4th overall)
PBHS vs Grey College
Juniors (lost)
Seniors (won)
2. A Fortuin
1. S Mokuena
4. G Mndebele
2. T Phele
6. D Claassen
3. E Olusegun
8. K Savvas
4. S Dzhabirov
First Pretoria League Race
Juniors (4th)
Seniors (5th)
18. A Fortuin
8. S Mokuena
25. A Micklesfield 14. M McLaggan
36. S Nel
44. M Calitz
37. D Claassen
45. S Dzhabirov
Second Pretoria League Race
Juniors (4th)
Seniors (5th)
13. A Fortuin
19. M McLaggan
33. D Claassen
30. T Phele
34. S Nel
31. S Dzhabirov
35. G Mndebele
59. R Khan

Third Pretoria League Race
Juniors (4th)
Seniors (2nd)
15. A Fortuin
6. S Mokuena
21. G Mndebele
12. M McLaggan
23. A Micklesfield 25. M Calitz
28. S Nel
33. T Phele
Pretoria League Relay Race
Juniors (5th)
Seniors (4th)
G Mndebele
S Mokuena
A Micklesfield
M Calitz
J Viljoen
S Dzhabirov
S Nel
M McLaggan
Fourth Pretoria League Race
Juniors (5th)
Seniors (5th)
22. G Mndebele
10. M McLaggan
26. A Micklesfield 19. M Calitz
30. M Hills
20. T Phele
36. D Claassen
37. S Dzhabirov
Overall Pretoria League Standings
Juniors (4th)
Seniors (5th)
rd
(overall 3 )
Noordvaal Championships
Juniors (10th)
Seniors (5th)
35. G Mndebele
21. S Mokuena
41. A Micklesfield 26. M McLaggan
49. S Nel
34. M Calitz
50. M Hills
32. T Phele
66. D Claassen
46. S Dzhabirov
69. J Viljoen
60. E Olusegun
(7th overall)
Street Mile
Junior
Senior
1. G Mndebele
1. M McLaggan (NR)
2. B Van Veenhuyzen 2. S Mokuena
3. G Mahuma
3. D Sparrow
AGN Champs
SA Champs
u/15
u/16
11. G Mndebele
22. S Mokuena
u/16
24. T Phele
7. S Mokuena
41. S Dzhabirov
9. T Phele
u/19
16. S Dzhabirov
59. M. McLaggan
u/19
13. M McLaggan
Headmaster’s Prestige
Junior
Senior
1. G Mndebele
1. M McLaggan
2. P Lennon
2. S Mokuena
3. M Hills
3. E Olusegun
4. B Van Veenhuyzen 4. T Phele
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1. Jesse Fröhling sets oﬀ for
a silver medal in the U14
800m of the Clover Meet
2. The Dream Team scared the
Old Boys away – even as
young seniors
3. An in-form Thati Phele is
the 3rd best runner in the
whole of Boys High.
4. Michael “MacDawg”
McLaggan chases an
injured Shelton Mokuena in
the Noordvaal Final to help
the senior team to 2nd place
out of the Pretoria Schools
5. Sive Dzhabirov flexes his
muscles from 400m to cross
country
2

3

4

5
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Fencing
Year 2011 was a very productive year for the Boys
High Fencing Club, raising the Boys High name,
by dominating various competitions throughout
Gauteng. Three of the PBHS fencing medallists,
Tresor Ndjeka, Jiacheng Lu and Emilio Singh have
proven themselves to be truly excellent at the sport.
Looking back on the year, PBHS fencing has
improved immensely. Many of the junior fencers have
shown and expressed great potential individually
and, more importantly, as a group. There is a sense
of competitiveness amongst all the fencers, trying to
surpass one another in skill and strength. With this
drive and determination it is clear that the future of
Boys High fencing is safe and secure.
During the Boys High Fencing tournament, the
fencers demonstrated their very best and were
victorious. Many close battles were fought but, as at
any other tournament, only one could prevail. One
fencer stood out from the rest, showing tremendous

skill and endurance and cutting through all the
big names in the squad: that fencer was Jiacheng
Lu who also overpowered the previous Boys High
champion, Tresor Ndjeka, in a sudden death match.
We credit the success for the most part to our
coach, Andrei Kovrijnykh. He is a Russian with
a harsh training method. He pushes the boys to
improve both mentally and physically.
Lastly, a word of thanks to the school for funding
and support. It is most sincerely appreciated and
without this we wouldn’t get by.
A final farewell to Mr Fowler, who is retiring
from teaching at the end of the year. Mr Page will be
taking over as Master-in-Charge. With his younger
and more modern perspective on fencing, we
believe he will become a great new addition to the
club next year.
Tresor Ndjeka

Front Row L–R: J Lu, C Swanepoel, T Ndjeka (Captain), L van Wyk, S Cohen, E Singh.
Back Row L–R: Mr C Fowler (Master-in-Charge), C van der Westhuizen, A Pistorius, J Stubbs, J Coetzee, H Crouse, N Louw,
Mr A Kovrijnykh (Coach).
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Golf
The year started oﬀ as it always does with the
Chairman’s Trophy knockout competition. This
year three Boys High teams were entered into the
competition. Unfortunately the 2nd team came up
against a very strong Southdowns College team on
their home course Irene CC. The Southdowns team
was made up of a number of academy golfers and
the 2nd team lost their match 3–1. The 3rd team also
came up against strong opposition in the form of St.
Albans’ 1st team and lost that match 3–1. The 1st team,
made up of Dupré Nell (captain), De Wet Knoll, Kevin
Knoetze and Shane McLachlan, had a convincing first
round victory against Doxa Deo. Eventually the team
‘fell oﬀ the bus’ at the semi final stage.
At the end of the first term, during the Easter
holidays, Boys High participated in the annual
Aﬃes Golf Festival. Top golfing schools from all
around the country were involved and included
Michaelhouse, Hilton College, Grey College, Paul
Roos and Hoërskool De Kuilen. The festival has a
very enjoyable Ryder Cup-style format of 4 rounds
in 4 days, playing strokeplay on the first day,
better-ball on the second, foursomes on the third
and matchplay on the last day for final positions.
The courses in play this year were Woodhill Golf
Estate, Zwartkop Country Club, Silver Lakes Golf
Day 1: ZCC Strokeplay
K. Knoetze

75

D. Nell

79

N. Frade

80

D. Knoll

81

K. Wylie

87

S. McLachlan

88

Estate and Blue Valley Country Club on the last
day. This year we were fortunate to have the whole
first team available to play as there were no clashes
with the Golf Foundation competitions. As well as
the 1st team, two 2nd team players – Kevin Wylie and
Nicholas Frade – participated in the competition.
Due to heavy rain the first days’ play at Woodhill
was washed out. The strokeplay competition was
played at Zwartkop CC on some very heavy and
slow greens. The next day at Silver Lakes we were
able to squeeze in 36 holes for the better-ball and
foursomes format. After the first 18 in the betterball competition, in combination with the scores
from the previous day, Boys High was sitting pretty
in the top 4 on the leader board. Unfortunately,
that all came apart in the afternoon where a lack of
experience in playing the foursomes format cost us
dearly. The combination of Nell/McLachlan (long
hitting/excellent short game) managed to yield
only 19 points. This pushed us down the leader
board and we went into the last day in a playoﬀ
for 7th and 8th position against St. Thomas Aquinas.
Boys High obliterated St. Thomas Aquinas 5–1 for a
“convincing 7th” place. The highlight of the morning
was a magnificent 68 by De Wet Knoll who finished
with the only bogey of his round on the 18th hole.

Day 2: Silver Lakes Better
Ball
Nell/McLachlan
Knoll/Knoetze
Frade/Wylie

38
35
28

Day 2: Silver Lakes
Foursomes
Knoll/Knoetze

35

Frade/Wylie

28

Nell/McLachlan

19

Day 3: Blue Valley Matchplay
D. Knoll

Won 8 & 7

N. Frade

Won 6 & 4

S. McLachlan

Won 5 & 3

D. Nell

Won 3& 2

K. Wylie

Won 2 & 1

K. Knoetze

Lost 5& 4

Leader Board
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Position

School

Stroke play

Better Ball

Foursomes

Singles

Total Points

1

Grey College

20

117

85

Won

222

2

Paul Roos

20

117

105

Lost

242

3

Michaelhouse

20

102

86

Won

208

4

Hoërskool Waterkloof

20

105

80

Lost

205

5

Affies (A)

15

99

79

Won

193

6

Hoërskool De Kuilen

15

101

88

Lost

204

7

Pretoria Boys High

15

101

76

Won

192

8

St Thomas Aquinas

15

93

61

Lost

169

9

Outeniqua

10

83

66

Won

159

10

St. John’s College

10

90

56

Lost

156

11

Affies (B)

10

88

55

Won

153

12

St Albans College

10

70

48

Lost

128
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Golf Team

attended, and the Boys High team made up of
Kevin Knoetze, Shane McLachlan, Nicholas Frade,
Cliﬀord Engels, Stefan Rogers and Damian Grib
took advantage of that fact, winning the tournament
and claiming top position in the individual awards.
The year’s last school event was the traditional
“Spanuitdaagtoernooi”, held at Wingate Park
Country Club. Last year Boys High finished in
3rd place, an agonising 1 point behind Waterkloof
Hoerskool. This year the agony was 3 points for a
2nd place finish behind….Waterkloof Hoerskool!
The boys played some spectacular golf for a best3-scores-to-count total of 216 – level par on the day.
Position

School

Points

1

Waterkloof

213

2

PBHS
N. Frade
K. Knoetze
D. Becker
S. McLachan

216
70
73
73
83

3

TUKS

220

3

Woodhill

229

5

Southdowns

232

6

AHS

232

7

Midstream

234

8

St Albans

234

9

Eldoraigne

242

10

Garsfontein

245

11

Doxa Deo

254

12

Montana

13

Oos Moot
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The serious golf – with regard to schools
competition – started in earnest in the 3rd term. With
the level of interest in the sport of golf growing every
year, it will be diﬃcult to not increase the number
of teams entered into the league next year just to
give every boy who is interested in playing golf
competitively an opportunity to represent his school.
Our most successful league team this year was the
2nd team who beat every team in their division of the
B-league and made it to the semi-final, unfortunately
losing to a strong Midstream College 1st team.
The end of the league brought about some
recognition for the hard work and dedication that
Dupré Nell, DeWet Knoll and Kevin Knoetze have
shown in their time in the 1st team. Dupré has been
playing in the 1st team for three and a half years,
DeWet for three years and Kevin for two years. All
three were awarded full colours and the rewards kept
rolling in for Dupré who was selected to represent
the North Gauteng Schools Inter-Provincial team
who competed in Parys this year.
Boys High was invited to Northwood School’s
1st annual tournament, hosted at Mt. Edgecombe,
Beachwood Country Club and Durban Country
Club. Unfortunately the tournament was not well

I would like to thank all the boys who represented
their school this year and have shown and
continuing interest in this gentlemanly sport. I
would like to see you again next year, and as many
new faces as possible. Also a special word of thanks
to my managers, Mr. Fielding, Mr. O’Donoghue,
Mr. Botha, Mr MacDonald, Mr. Badenhorst as well
as Mrs. Roodt who was always ready to help out in
emergencies.
N. Loupos
MIC Golf

Front Row L–R: S McLachlan, Mr N Loupos (Master-in-Charge),
D Nell. Back Row L–R: K Knoetze.
Absent: D Knoll.
The Pretorian
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General Hockey Report
The season started oﬀ at a hectic pace. We had only
one week to sort out all three age groups. So we
decided to have two afternoons for the U16 and U14
trials and then use the Saturday for the open trials. We
also decided to play seven-a-side matches to watch
the players in action. This seemed to work well. We
also had to play two warm up matches for the 1st XI
and the U16A team in the middle of the trials.
The following week we were “in the thick of
things”, with Pretoria league matches being played
mid-week and KES on the Saturday. The coaches
were definitely not touching sides.
The April holiday saw the following teams, 1st
XI, U16A and U14A participating in the various
Nomads festivals.
The 1st XI had a very tough festival resulting in
only one draw and the loss of the other four matches.
U18A
C Bosch (SA U17)
R Oldnall
M Harris (withdrew later from team)
M Pickering
T Corney
R Beckwith
C Gailey
V Mabuntana
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U18B
K van Veenhuyzen
J Hassett
U16A
K Mokale (SA U16 squad)
A Kemp
B Maier
F Dearling
T Easton

Senior Inter-House
1. Solomon
3. Abernethy
5. S chool
7. Arcadia
9. Hofmeyr

2.
4.
6.
8.
10.

Sunnyside
Matheson
Town
Armstrong
Rissik

Junior Inter-House
1. Arcadia
3. Abernethy
5. School
7. Hofmeyr
9. Matheson

2.
4.
6.
8.
10.

Armstrong
Sunnyside
Rissik
Solomon
Town
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Lots of work needed to be done when the second
term started. The U16A team fared much better as
they won two, drew one and lost two matches. The
U14As won two and lost three matches. These were
fairly mixed results but all three teams showed huge
improvements as the second term progressed.
The other thirteen hockey sides that play in the
Pretoria league and on Saturdays are what give Boys
High its depth and strength as a hockey school. In
the Pretoria league they all play against opposition
teams that are at least three or four teams higher up
in strength. For example, our U14D played against
U14A teams. It is very tough for these boys but they
give it all for their team mates and their school. What
more can one ask for?
The following players obtained provincial colours
for Northerns.
U16B
C Welsh
D Campbell
R Todd
R Barreiro
U14 BULLS
M Gous
P Lennon
M Hills

C Monnakgotla
M Netshituka
U14 BLUES
D Fryer
T Shai
C Hemans
R Rajkumar

Final placing results
9/10
(Penalty strokes)
7/8
(Penalty strokes)
5/6
3/4
1/2

Rissik 1
2
Arcadia 2
3
School 3
Matheson 0
Solomon 3

Hofmeyr 1
3
Armstrong 2
2
Town 1
Abernethy 2
Sunnyside 1

Final placing results
9/10
7/8
5/6
3/4
1/2
(Penalty strokes)

Matheson 2
Hofmeyr 4
School 3
Abernethy 2
Armstrong 0
0

Town 0
Solomon 0
Rissik 1
Sunnyside 0
Arcadia 0
2

U16 PLAYER OF THE YEAR
A Kemp and F Dearling
SENIOR PLAYER OF THE YEAR
R Oldnall

THE GREEN FLOATING TROPHY FOR SPORTSMANSHIP IN HOCKEY
D Jacobs
MRS H’s MOST IMPROVED PLAYER OF THE YEAR TROPHY
R Beckwith

Finally, I owe a lot of gratitude to all the coaches
at the school. Their passion for the sport and the
enjoyment and commitment that they bring to the
sport have made it a pleasure for me to work with
them and for the boys whom they have coached.
For everything that you do for the sport that goes
unnoticed, thank you.
Special thanks go to two of our coaches that
are leaving us. Taryn Randall is moving to Hilton.
Taryn has brought a lot of enjoyment to the game

and instilled passion in those boys that have passed
through her hands during her stay at Boys High.
Chris Nel is starting to work! As a player and a
coach, he has shown huge commitment to the boys
and changed their hockey ideals for the better.
Good luck to both of them in their new endeavours.

SPORT

The Winter Sports Dinner was held on the second last day of school during Term 3. At this dinner there were
numerous awards handed out to the boys.

Mornay van Zyl
MIC

1st Hockey Team

Front Row L–R: R Beckwith, T Corney, R Oldnall (Captain), C Gailey, M Pickering.
Second Row L–R: S Horsley, K van Veenhuyzen, D Jacobs, C Bosch, M Harris, C van Pletzen, J Marsh, M Klomp.
Back Row L–R: Mr P Franken (Manager), J Hassett, Mr M van Zyl (Coach).
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1st XI Hockey Player Profiles
Richard Oldnall – (63)
Full Colours – re-award
Gauteng North U18A
Richard has led his team with determination and
hard work and played his hockey with the same
ethos. Richard has served the 1st Team very well over
the past three years through his professionalism. It
has been a pleasure to have had him as a player and
I wish him luck with his future hockey career.
Tayla Corney – (68)
Full Colours
North Gauteng U18A
Tayla was very unfortunate in that a major injury saw
him out for half of the season. This definitely put a
dampener on his season as a whole and thus he did not
achieve the successes he was perhaps aspiring to this
season. He is a talented player, who with commitment,
could achieve great heights in his hockey.
Chad Gailey – (64)
Full Colours
Gauteng North U18A
Chad’s belief in himself and his enjoyment of the
game is what made his season so successful. He
was a real threat in the field and made life for the
opposition very diﬃcult. He scored some exceptional
goals this season. I wish his all the best in his future
endeavours.
Robbie Beckwith – (49)
Full Colours
Gauteng North U18A
Robbie had an unbelievable season. The longer the
season went on, the better his self-belief became

and, with that, constant improvement. This rubbed
oﬀ onto the other team members. He had a very
positive influence on the team.
Dean Jacobs – (25)
Half Colours
Dean brought unbelievable passion and excitement
to the game. He was at every practice and match and
always aspired to better himself. It was a pleasure to
have had him in the team. He will always be an asset
to any hockey team.
Jason Hassett – (46)
Half Colours – re-award
Gauteng North U18B
Jasob started the season oﬀ with a bang. He is a
journeyman, never wavering in his commitment to
the team. He set a very good example for the players,
especially those that are staying behind.
Justin Marsh – (20)
Half Colours
Justin displayed an amazing work ethic. He always
gave of his best and never expected anything in
return. He was a true team player. I thank him for
his good work ethic.
Vuyo Mabuntana – (8)
Gauteng North U18A
Vuyo always had a very positive attitude to his
hockey. He showed great determination and had an
excellent work ethic till the end.
Corbin Bosch – (50)
Honours
Gauteng North U18A
South Africa U17

Richard Oldnall showing a top class trap at a penalty corner

High level of concentration shown by Daelon Campbell at a penalty corner
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Pbhs VS Opposition
VS Sutherland
VS Kes
VS Parktown
#VS Wynberg
#VS Bishops
#VS Grey High
#VS Jeppe
#VS Selbourne
VS Menlo
VS Maritzburg College
VS Waterkloof
VS Affies
VS Garsfontein
VS St Benedicts
VS Eldoraigne
VS St.Johns
VS Swartkops
VS Kes
VS Cornwall
VS St.Stithians
VS Grey College
VS Epsom College (Uk)
VS Maritzburg College
VS Merchant Taylor (Uk)
VS Affies

Result
Won 4–0
Drew 1–1
Won 1–0
Lost 0–3
Lost 1–3
Lost 0–3
Drew 0–0
Lost 0–2
Drew 0–0
Lost 0–4
Lost 1–2
Won 2–0
Won 3–0
Won 2–1
Won 3–0
Won 2–1
Won 12–0
Lost 0–1
Won 7–0
Won 3–1
Won 2–1
Won 6–1
Lost 1–3
Won 6–0
Lost 2–0

Half Colours
Michael has done a lot of unnoticed work in the
engine room. As the season progressed so did his
handling of pressure and control of the midfield. I
am sure that his impact next year will be telling.
Shane Horsley – (24)
Half Colours
Shane is a player with great potential. Hopefully he
will realise this potential and have a major role to
play next year.
Corné van Pletzen – (25)
Half Colours
Corné started as a defender but seemed to settle
in better un a forward role. With hard work and
commitment he will have a part to play next year.
Khumo Mokale – (15)
South Africa U16 Squad
Khumo came into the team halfway through the
season and coped quickly with his new role. He has
shown great maturity and hopefully will go from
strength to strength.
The following boys also played for the first team:
Roberto Barreiro (2), Fabio Dearling (1) and Ashley
Kemp (1).

SPORT

Corbin has been a stalwart in the goals. He has won
the team many matches by keeping a clean sheet
and by making some exceptional saves. He has been
rewarded for his fine season by being selected for
the SA U17 side. I hope his hockey will go from
strength to strength.
Matthew Pickering – (50)
Full Colours
Gauteng North U18A
Matthew has matured as a player and has shown
good leadership in both his play and his eﬀect on
the team dynamics. I look forward to his positive
contribution next year.
Mathew Harris – (48)
Full Colours
Gauteng North U18A (did not attend tournament)
Mathew is a player who has fire in his play. He will
never give up and will work hard to succeed. I am
hoping he will be a major asset to the team dynamics
next year.
Keegan van Veenhuyzen – (49)
Half Colours – re-award
Gauteng North U18B
Keegan is a player who just gets on and does the job
that is expected of him. I believe there is much more
to come from him next year.
Michael Klomp – (25)

Mornay van Zyl
1st XI Coach

Scorers
HASSET x2;BECKWITH; VAN VEENHUIZEN
HASSET
GAILEY
MARSH

VAN VEENHUIZEN
MARSH,HORSLEY
CORNEY;GAILEY
KLOMP;CORNEY ;GAILEY
BECKWITH;GAILEY
CORNEY x4;DEARLINGx3; VAN PLETZEN x3,HORSLEY x2

GAILEY;BECKWITH; VAN VEENHUIZEN
GAILEY;JACOBS
HORSLEYx2;BECKWITH;CORNEY; HASSET; ?
BECKWITH
GAILEYx2;BECKWITH;HORSLEY; CORNEY;PICKERING
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Hockey 2nd Team
This was a roller coaster year for the 2nd team,
complete with the ups and downs and the bumpy
ride one would expect. The year began with an
intensive pre-season training programme under
the watchful eyes of Messrs Van Zyl, Franken and
Fielding: something no-one actually likes, but is
actually essential for any team, just like fastening
your seatbelt.
As soon as the ride began, it got bumpy against
a very well prepared KES team. The team did
not yet know or trust each other enough and,
despite individual skills, we faced an uphill battle.
Miraculously, luck was on our side and we were
able to beat them 2–0.
The midweek fixture against Parktown, however,
did not go as well as hoped. The 3–0 defeat at their
hands seemed like a sign of bad things to come for
the 2011 season but at that stage of the season, we had
had more matches than practices, so improvement
was sure to come.
Our annual trip down to Maritzburg College after
a two week holiday saw some of the worst weather
imaginable. Heavy rains made playing a normal game
on their waterlogged astro almost impossible, yet,
despite this, the team started to show what they could
really do. Aside from two goals scored in the first 5
minutes, we had our opposition on the back foot for
most of the game, the result being a loss of 3–1.
Just when it seemed we had reached our lowest
point, we started ascending again. A tough match
against our neighbouring rivals, Aﬃes, resulted in
our first home game win for the season. Although
the score was only 1–0, this was a tipping point for
the team as we started playing together in spite of a
very physically intimidating opposition.
The weekend thereafter against Jeppe saw an
entirely diﬀerent team. We demolished them 6 – 0.
A hat trick from James Storey, two goals from Calvin
Janse van Vuuren and one from Pedre Viljoen left
the Jeppe boys stumped.
As the season progressed, we climbed higher and
higher, drawing 0–0 against a strong St. Benedicts
team and winning 2–0 against St. Johns, but the
victory celebrations were not to last. A vengeful KES
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team was determined to regain their honour after
a humiliating start of season defeat and caught us
resting on our laurels on our Founder’s Weekend
fixture. The 3–1 defeat was a painful wake-up call
for the team.
The very next weekend, after our first week of
midyear exams, we had an away fixture against St
Stithians. Whether it was their hunger for playing
sport after a whole week of tough exams or their
indignant anger at losing a day of precious study
time, the team played a very hard game where all
of the training finally seemed to come together in a
well deserved 2–1 victory.
Despite the 5 weeks of exams and holidays when
little or no hockey was played, at the start of the
new term the team seemed just as fit and prepared
as the previous term. We made sure to send the Grey
College boys back in shame with a 2–1 win.
Maritzburg College’s return exchange would not
be so easy, however, and despite making it even
tougher for them than the first time round, they still
managed to keep victory out of our reach with 3
goals to 2.
We ended oﬀ the season with a final return fixture
against Aﬃes. In a match where our warm-up was
cut short by a heavy bombardment of plover birds,
we doubled our score from the first time and reached
our peak with a very satisfying 2–0 victory.
For the matrics in our team (James Storey, Vuyo
Mabuntana, Matthew Spence, Nathan Fryer,
Tawanda Mvusi and myself, Bertus), I cannot think
of a better season to have ended our hockey career
at Boys High. Matthew Spence will especially miss
“going to the trough” during short corner practices.
This year would, however, not have been made
possible without the dedication and work put in by
Mr MacDonald. If not for his help, our results would
not be worth mentioning. It is due to his work and
the amazing skill and dedication of the team that we
have been able to make this season a ride none of us
will ever forget.
Bertus Malan
Captain 2nd Hockey Team

The 2011 winter sports season was a great season for
the 3rd XI Hockey side with victories in all but three
matches played. From the first practice it was clear
that the team had a great mix of skill and confidence,
with all the boys being able to play at a high level.
There was a balance between playing decent hockey
and having fun, which is the way sport should be.
Even though the players always enjoyed themselves,
the team never forgot that they represent the school
and always played to the best of their abilities. The
team was led by Justin “Javerage” Thomson, who
ensured that the team was always organised and
that the right decisions were made. Once again,
Cullen Botes was solid in goal, saving the game on
more than one occasion. Danny Berkow needs a
special mention, as he is probably the politest player
ever to hold a hockey stick, yet he plays his heart out

every time. He is also the only player to say “Sorry!”
after a collision with an Aﬃes player twice his size.
The season never had a dull moment, with the
boarder trio of Matthew Leppan, Kyle Rorke and
Chris Ralston being responsible for a laugh a minute.
Matt Leppan proved to be a versatile player, making
crunching tackles one minute, and getting girls’
phone numbers the next. I could not have asked for
a better combination of boys to make up the team,
and everyone played a vital part in making the
season a success.
I would like to thank the boys for a great few
months, and for all the hard work, dedication and
good laughs!
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Hockey 3rd Team

Peter Jacobs
Coach

2

1
1. Jason Hassett scanning for a pass
2. Jason Hassett rolling the ball to Tayla Corney during a penalty corner
3. Shane Horsley cutting down the opposition options

3
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2

4

3

5

6
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Rob Maré about to score against St Johns while Moeletsi Sebokolodi looks on.
Mitch Brussow cutting infield to make a pass into the circle.
Tayla Corney flicking the ball towards the circle for a variation
Top quality position and concentration from Matthew Pickering.
Jesse Fröhling unleashing a shot at goal.
Colin Henry cutting oﬀ the opposition to retain possession.
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2011 was a tough season for the fourth team as we
were mostly called upon to face t first or second
teams of opposition at school.
Despite this we managed to rise to the occasion
more than once. We had a great team spirit at
practice and matches.

I would like to thank all the players for finding
the balance between fun and trying hard thanks for
a great season.
Brandon Harris
Coach

Hockey 5th Team
It was an interesting start to my first year of hockey.
Struggling to put a 5th side together at the start of
the year, I ended the season with almost two full
sides. A muddle of boys played for the enjoyment of
a winter sport even though most of their opponents
were first or second teams. They never gave up and
did themselves proud. They can also say that they
were able to beat Aﬃes and Grey College in the
same week.
The main features of the season were displayed
in the determination of the individuals. Two of
those individuals were Juan Hanekom and Andrew
Addinall, who went from players who struggled
to strike the ball, to two nuggetty defenders that
harassed the opposition. All Matthew Roberts
wanted from the season was a goal, which had
eluded him, even an open goal, until the last match.
Christopher Szczesniak was the Rock of Gibraltar at
the back and commanded the defence well. Charl
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Hockey 4th Team

Reyneke, Nic Venter, Rob Maré, Greg Laycock and
Jeannot Blum took the fight to the opponents. Rob
was the top goal scorer with twelve goals followed
by Charl with five goals. The goals were filled by
two goal tenders, Theodor Malherbe and Kedar
Naidoo. Malherbe, an ex-ice hockey keeper, did
well in the face of a new form of sporting discipline.
Barry van Jaarsveld, a promising swimmer, tried his
hand at hockey and found he had quite a knack for
playing some good hockey and Moeletsi Sebokolodi
worked well up front with Rob. Nic Venter gave a
little more than just time and sweat, he also gave his
four front teeth when he walked into the wrong end
of an Aﬃes
hockey stick. Thanks must go to all the boys who
played the full season such as Matthew Hawken,
Bernie Lee , Grant Zietsman, Benjamin Williams,
Glen Clarke, Christopher Pauw, Michael Mpanya
and Ernest Uys.
5th Hockey
W/L

1

GA

Eldoraigne 2

2

Lyttelton 1

3

Woodhill 1

4

Cornwall 2

5

St Benedicts 5

6

St Johns 5

W

8

1

7

Zwartkops 2nd

L

1

2

8

Sutherland 2nd

L

0

1

9

AHS 4

W

3

0

10

Grey 5

W

3

0

11

Waterkloof 1

L

1

4

st
st

nd
th

th

th
th
st

W

2

0

L

1

4

L

3

7

L

1

4

W

5

2

5

2

GF

1

nd

28

25

1. Mathew Harris shows what true commitment is about
2. Mathew Harris winning the power battle against the opposition
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Hockey U16A
As excitement and anticipation started building it
meant that the summer sport season was drawing to
a close and it was time for the winter sport season to
get under way with trials taking place towards the
end of the first term.
There was a lot of talent on display as the players
put everything on the line to make the team they
wanted to play in. After a good few hours in the
Pretoria sun the selectors finally settled on the 14
boys who would start in the U16A team.
The week after trials our first Pretoria league
game was against Sutherland, which we won
comfortably. However, this was not really good
preparation for the games on the weekends, one
being our traditional fixture against KES, followed
by Parktown a week later, before heading oﬀ to
Hilton College for the U16 Nomads Festival in the
last weekend of the April holiday.
The KES fixture is always a tough one as they are
generally a good hockey school and it is the first
game of the season. It was a good start for us as we
came away with a win, the result we were looking
for to start the season.
This brought us to the Parktown fixture. It was a
very scratchy game and we were not really able to
get into our stride. We dominated most of the game
but couldn’t hold onto our lead and had to settle for
a draw.
Zwartkops was our opposition in the week
leading up to the April holiday and the Nomads
festival. We rounded oﬀ our preparation for the
festival with a good win.
At the Nomads Festival we were to play some of
the top boys’ hockey schools in the country.
We started oﬀ with a disappointing draw against
the hosts, Hilton, and an even more disappointing
loss to Maritzburg College. The second day saw a
diﬀerent team take to the field as the team played
some fabulous hockey but, unfortunately, a game
that we dominated turned into a loss against
Glenwood. With this disappointment we realised the
only thing keeping us from winning was our ability
to score goals. That afternoon this facet of our game
came right and we earned a good victory against
Saint Charles. Our last game was a testing match
against Michaelhouse in which we were victorious.
On our return the season progressed quickly and
the team came on marvellously playing an excellent
brand of hockey and dominating most opposition
but we were unable to turn the possession we
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enjoyed into goals and this saw a disappointing
draw against Menlopark.
The first weekend after the holiday took us back to
the Midlands to face the old foe Maritzburg College.
This was a great battle in the rain and on a water
logged field. Unfortunately we went down to them
but the hockey we played stood us in good stead for
the rest of the season.
On return from the Midlands we had three
Pretoria league fixtures. The first was against a
very spirited Waterkloof in which we sealed a good
win. Next was our rival from across the railway,
Aﬃes. This was an excellent game of hockey with
both teams playing well and having opportunities.
In the end a draw was probably a just result.
Finally, Garsfontein was the last of the three which
saw another great display of hockey from us,. We
moved the ball around the field well and created
some excellent opportunities to score a goal which
we did, earning us the win.
This brought us to what would be the highlight
of the season up to this point: the game against St
Benedicts. A hard fought game saw the scores level
going into the last few seconds. We were awarded
a penalty corner then the full time hooter sounded.
The penalty corner team showed great composure
and scored the winner.
After this high it was back to our last two games
in the Pretoria league, starting with Cornwall Hill
followed by Eldoraigne. These two victories saw us
end the Pretoria league with the following record:
Played 8, won 6, drew 2, lost 0. Scored 30 goals and
conceded only 1.
With three weeks remaining to the July holiday
we had three tough games, namely against Saint
Johns, KES and Saint Stithians.
Against Saint Johns we played excellent hockey,
scored some brilliant goals, but also conceded some
soft goals. Fortunately this time we were able to
hold on to our lead. KES saw another tussle between
two schools equally as passionate as the other. This
was a game that we probably should have won so
the draw was disappointing for us.
The weekend before the July holiday saw us travel
to Saint Stithians. We started slowly and looked like
we were already on holiday, but suddenly turned on
the magic and ended comfortable winners. It was
now time to relax, although some of our boys had
provincial duties in the holiday.
Little did we know that after the three week break

1

2

3
1. Michael Gous attacking the 50/50 ball.
2. Chad Gailey ready to pass, with Richard Oldnall and Mathew
Harris looking on.
3. Chad Gailey showing exceptional change of direction.
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the highlight of the season was about to take place.
The first weekend after the holiday we hosted
Grey Bloemfontein. We were a bit rusty after the
break and had some nervous moments at the start
of the game. It took a little time for the rust to leave
and for us to settle into out stride. This was a very
pleasing win to start the “second” part of the season
as well as a build up to the upcoming weekend.
Maritzburg College. This is always a tough
encounter and we had lost to them on the two
previous outings. An entertaining game followed,
we went up, they then drew level. Then it was their
turn to go up. This did not last long as we showed
great character to equalise from the hit oﬀ. It was
2–2 as the game started coming to a close. Then,
with an excellent build up, we scored what was to
be the winner: 3–2 was the final score. This was a
proud moment for the team as I don’t think many
people realise the value of this win as Maritzburg
College is probably the top hockey school in the
country.
Before our last fixture, the second against Aﬃes,
we hosted two touring teams from England namely,
Epsom and Merchant Taylor.
We ended the season oﬀ on a high with a tough
game against Aﬃes. With the scores level with 15
seconds to go, we had a free hit on our circle. Four
passes later we scored with 5 seconds left. Once
again the character of this team showed.
In conclusion we played a fantastic brand of
hockey this season, and the results show this with
only three losses. Overall we played 25 games,
won 17, lost 3 and drew 5. We scored 71 goals and
conceded 26.
Many thanks must go to all the players who
contributed to the season, for all the hard work they
put in at training sessions as well as the additional
sessions that we had on their request and in the
matches. All the hard work definitely paid oﬀ and
made this a very enjoyable season. I wish them all
the best for the future with their hockey careers.
Congratulations must also be extended to
Ashley Kemp, Fabio Dearling, Bryce Maier, Roberto
Barreiro, Tyler Easton, Daelon Campbell, Ryan
Todd and Cameron Welch who represented North
Gauteng in the respective tournaments during the
July holiday.
Colin Fielding
Coach
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1. Reynard van den Berg attacking with pace as Justin
Thomson looks on
2. Good vision displayed by Fabio Dearling
3. Robbie Beckwith injecting the ball at a penalty corner
4. Mitch Brussow making sure he gets the better of the
50/50 ball with Grant Grobbelaar in support
5. Chad Gailey showing the opposition a clean pair of heels
6. Justin Marsh (13) ready to pounce on the ball to score.
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Hockey U16B
This year was quite a mixed year in terms of results
and performances, but one thing that was consistent
was the heart and determination shown by the boys.
They had the skill to beat any team that they came
up against, but often came oﬀ second best due to
some unlucky last minute goals. They played the
most attacking and possession orientated hockey
possible, keeping the ball for 60% of games with
quick short passes. Although they played beautiful
hockey the only problem was converting their
unlimited possession into goals. When we did score
however, we often lost concentration and conceded
straight away. Although that happened the boys
truly showed that they deserve to be in Boys High,
and on countless occasions displayed the Boys High
spirit that many try to instil into our boys.

We generally played U15 sides from other
schools. Very often the opposition had some brilliant
young players which made it very hard to grind out
a good result, but the boys always ran their hearts
out. They worked very hard at practices, following
the example of our captain, Liam, and all our other
players who led from the front. The players were
very keen to learn, implementing what they learnt
very well in matches.
Coaching such a young and enthusiastic group was
a privilege and a learning curve for me. I hope to see
many of them in the 1st, 2nd or U16A teams as they have
the potential and, with hard work, anything is possible.
Berné Burger
Coach

Hockey U16C
Coach:
Dion Wright
Captain:
Rory Barlow
Regular Players: Pascal Robbertse; Sean Nel; JeanMarc Gatwabuyege; Ethannne Soar;
Rossouw van Vuuren; Michael Nel;
Wesley Benadie; Cameron Giovannoni;
Streicher Badenhorst; Sean James;
Pablo Talbot; Tristan Topka; Daniel Le
Même; Cornelis Lamprecht
The U16C team of 2011 were a real bunch of scrappers!
When the chips were down and the going got tough,
the true character of this team really shone through.
The best part was that they did it with a great sense
of humour and had heaps of fun in the process!
While the brand of hockey that we wanted to play
only surfaced on the odd occasion, the boys made
it quite clear to all our opposition that if they were
going to beat this Boys High side, they had to be a
whole lot tougher and more skilful to do so!
Ably captained by Rory Barlow, the team showed
great enthusiasm and willingness to learn new things
about the wonderful game of hockey. With a record of
15 games played, 11 wins, 3 draws and 1 loss (the very
first game against KES), the team can be extremely
proud of themselves this season. They remained
unbeaten at home, with solid 7–1 and 2–0 wins against
Aﬃes U16C, a hard fought 2–1 win over Maritzburg
College U16C, a 1–1 draw against Grey College U16C,
and the well-deserved 3–2 reversal against KES U16B.
Wins against Jeppe, St Benedicts and St Johns U16B
teams made this one of the more successful seasons.
Although the season is over, I know that most of
these young men will be pushing for places in the A
and B teams next season, and those going into the
senior age-group will look at a place in the 1st, 2nd, or

3rd teams in 2012. I have no doubt that they have the
drive and commitment to achieve these goals and I
wish them all the best in the pursuit thereof.
I’ve told the boys this before, and I will say it
again so there is a record of it: I’ve been involved
in hockey for a long time and the Boys High U16C
Team of 2011 ranks amongst one of the best I have
had the pleasure of coaching!
Good luck boys…
D Wright
Coach

Chris Heymans showing top class possession skills
The Pretorian
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The U16 D hockey team put in some stellar
performances this season, gaining victory in the
majority of their games, and narrowly missing out
in others. Under the excellent captaincy of Alex
Menu, they dealt with some tough opposition
in style, developing a knack for scoring while
maintaining an impressive defensive record. The
highlights of the season included a gruelling 1–0
victory in Maritzburg, as well as a dominating 7–0
win against St Stithians. The goal scoring abilities of
Liam Melass, Johaniel Lamprecht and captain Menu
ensured that victory was possible against the likes of
Aﬃes, Jeppe, St Benedicts and St Johns.
One of the toughest fixtures came in the final
week of the winter sports calendar, where they
faced Aﬃes in a return fixture. Having gone down
2–0 at half time, the boys put in one of their most

hard-fought performances, narrowly losing 3–2
after a good comeback. Despite ending the season
with a defeat, the boys left the field with their heads
held high, knowing that they had worked hard
throughout the season.
Credit must go to the boys for dealing with a
changing squad, especially with the Form 2 boys
leaving for and returning from Bush School. Alex
Menu must also be congratulated for leading the
team with an excellent combination of passion
and maturity. I’d like to thank all the boys for their
involvement in the team this season, and their
good record is a testimony of their dedication to
the school.
Oliver Field
Coach

Hockey U16E
The 2011 season proved to be one where a group of
true Boys High boys came together and played way
beyond their potential. The quality hockey played by
the boys shows the good depth that the school has at
this age group. At first the season was quite diﬃcult
with the boys mainly adapting to the transition of
having Form 2s and 3s in the same team. Despite this,
the boys soon came together and produced some
brilliant results. The team was captained by Richard
Finlayson who soon found himself playing for the B
team. Herman Chong took over and both boys led
the team with determination and passion. The team
played in the Pretoria League often competing with
A teams from Pretoria schools. Nevertheless, they
produced the results and ultimately won 4, drew 4
and lost 2.

Our traditional Sunday fixtures proved to be the
best results of all. Double victories over Maritzburg
College, Aﬃes and victories over Grey College and
KES respectively saw us playing ten games, winning
seven, losing two and drawing one. The stand out
players were Bokang Seemane (player of the season),
and Conrad Strasheim for his seventeen goals in
twelve games and his all in all fine team contribution.
All the boys who played for the team deserve
credit and I would like to thank them for a fun and
enjoyable season, as well as the parents for their
continuous support. I hope to see some of the boys
playing for higher teams in the future.
Vincent Duys
Coach)

Hockey U16F
Out on the field the boys of the U16F team of 2011
faced many challenges. There were new faces and
many of them had never before played hockey. At first
there was a squad of at least twenty pumped up boys
but some went oﬀ to Bush school and others dropped
by the wayside. The team comprised of mostly U15
players and they played against opposition teams who
were often older and more experienced. Though it
was diﬃcult, the boys went onto the field with their
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chins up and were always highly spirited. “Facing the
Giants” was a concept felt and understood throughout
the season. I found a bunch of truly inspirational
characters within my team.
My congratulations go to all the players on a job
well done and I thank them for a great season.
Ryan Prinsen
Coach
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The ball is aimed at Chris Heymans’ stick.
Justin Marsh contesting possession against Maritzburg College.
Khumo Mongale keeping a cool head under pressure.
Justin Marsh moving around the defender with Keegan van Veenhuyzen looking on.
Hill eliminating the KES defence.
Michael Gous having a shot at goal.
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The start-of-season Nomads festival, while slightly
disappointing with regard to results, was a massive
learning curve for the boys, with the side returning
to Pretoria as a cohesive and much improved hockey
side. The net result of this was a string of good
results, highlighted by the 6–0 demolition of Jeppe
Boys. The match was one in which the relentless
attack and physicality of the boys completely
overwhelmed their opposition.
The drive and mental strength of the boys was
clearly displayed in the middle of the season, when
the boys managed to turn results that, on other days,
would have been painful losses, into draws and wins.
This is the ultimate sign of a good side; a side that
manages through hard work and determination, to
turn the actual result in their favour, when very little
else on the day is co-operating.

Typically at U14 level, sides struggle to
continually control a match and invariably provide
their opponents with an opportunity or two which
lets them back into the game. Against Grey College,
however, this was not the case. The boys delivered
a polished performance, which left the opposition
with no chance of pulling a rabbit out of the hat.
My thanks to Michael Gous, who, as captain,
made my job as coach considerably easier.
Finally, thanks to all the boys who played in the
side this year. Their improvement as hockey players
has been astounding and their drive to succeed,
optimism and constant good humour resulted in a
great season, both on and oﬀ the field.
Chris Nel
Coach
Under 14A Results for the Season.
Played

Won

Drew

Lost

Goals for

Goals Against

23

12

4

7

59

36

1
1. Tayla Corney entering the circle to shoot, with Dean Jacobs assisting
2. Ashley Kemp eliminating the opposition

Hockey U14B
The U14B hockey side of 2011 had an exceptional
season and the boys must be ongratulated on their
results. The team achieved a 66% win rate and
improved dramatically. At the start of the season I
faced the challenge of motivating my players in the
B Team because many players suﬀer disappointment
after trials because they did not achieve their goals
of being selected for the A Team. Many young
players had also never played on an astro and had
great diﬃculty in adapting to the structure and play
strategy required.
The team worked very hard. At each session players
improved on their basic skills, shots were on target, the
goal tender was making saves and it was evident that
team dynamics and flair were starting to develop.
Four players were selected for North Gauteng,
numerous others played a game for the A Team. The
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highlight of the season was the result against Grey
College when we defeated them 3–1 and I realised that
the boys had reached a mature stage of their game play.
I would like to thank all my players for their hard
work, perseverance, courage, determination and for
being true Boys High boys. My thanks also go to all
the parents for their support. I am confident that all
the B team players will be successful next season. They
only need to stick to the basics. It is important not to
worry about the result. The result will look after itself.
Players worry too much about winning and I believe
that if you give your best in every game, you will leave
the field a winner. It is not the result that lasts in our
minds, but the memories created by the game!
James Ferguson
Coach

Reflecting on the 2010 season, I am reminded of
the team spirit that was developed throughout the
course of this year. Each player gave of their best
and the unity that emerged reminded me what Boys
High hockey is about. The season got oﬀ to a shaky
start with an eye-opening 1–5 loss to KES. After
this loss the boys were determined to improve and
focused on the rest of the season.
Highlights of the season include two massive
wins over Jeppe and St Albans, 10–0 and 9–0
respectively. However, the biggest game of the year
was, undoubtedly, the Aﬃes Derby, and the game
lived up to expectations. We were 0–1 down with a
half to play. The boys rallied together and pulled oﬀ
one of the most remarkable comebacks I have ever
seen, clinching the game with a 2–1 victory.
The team was captained by Jimmy Fisher and

supported by vice captain Bokang Seemane. The
leadership and determination of both players inspired
the team to perform at their best. Marc Coetzee, Byron
Lotter and Gregory Vieira were regular goal scorers,
supported by a lively midfield which included Liam
Melass and Dalton Stocks. The defensive unit of the
team consistently included Kevin Gersteling, Sabelo
Memela, Paul Visser, Claudio Tavares and George
Ioannou with Ruben Mapanya in goals.
My thanks must go to every team member for
this fun filled season; it was a privilege to coach this
team. It was wonderful to see each player develop
throughout the season. I look forward to watching
your development in the future.
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Hockey U14C

John Webber
Coach

Hockey U14D
We were unbeaten in the Pretoria League and
lost only one game in the friendly fixtures against
Maritzburg College.
Although a number of players were promoted to
the U14C team during the season, we were fortunate
to be able to call upon players from the U14E team
who acquitted themselves with distinction.
Here is now a profile of players who distinguished
themselves in the team.
Joshua Holdt was our captain for most of the
season. He earned the respect of the players and
proved to be a tower of strength as a centre-back.
Joshua was solid under pressure and fed the links
with his powerful pushes and hits upfield.
Neil Lord was our sweeper and many was the
time that he collected the ball in front of our goal
and cleared it into touch. He was a powerful hitter
and was eﬀective with his 16 yard hit. His only
weakness was to lose his composure when under
extreme pressure and try to hit the ball on the roll.
Koketso Mabena was the joker in the side. As the
goalkeeper he was seldom stretched. However, he
did make some fine saves which helped us to concede
so few goals and end the season so successfully.
Shaun Mntungwa was a versatile player, having
to play as a link and a back when circumstances
dictated. As a centre-link he dominated the midfield and was successful in distributing the ball to
his links and wings and thus setting up attacking
movements.
Tjaart Venter and Tristan Lawrence were
outstanding wings who had good ball control
and were skilful in making crosses in front of the

opponents’ goalposts, often resulting in goals. They
also scored a number of goals.
Bryce Rivas and Roy Haug played at link and,
with our surplus of links, they were not always able
to play a full 40 minutes. They both showed progress
as the season wore on and must continue working
on their ball skills.
Philip Howard matured as a back as the season
progressed. He tenaciously fought for every ball and
he was made Man of the Match more than once.
Jonathan Bidgood was included in the team
halfway through the season. As a back he matured
into a solid defensive player and was always calm
under pressure.
Luke Anthony played a link position. As a former
captain of the team he would naturally substitute
as a captain when Joshua was unavailable. Luke is
a passionate sportsman and always exhorted the
players to give of their best. He improved as the
season progressed and combined very successfully
with his wing in creating goal and scoring
opportunities.
Christopher Paterson was our regular centreforward for most of the season. He scored many
field and corner goals. However, towards the end of
the season his performance was not as eﬀective due,
in some respect, to a lack of fitness.
Ivan Putter played the position of link. His play
improved significantly after his injury lay-oﬀ. In the
last two games he played as centre-link came into
his own, scoring a goal. Ivan must assert himself
more on the field because he has the skills to do that.
Richard Grant was a tenacious link, always on the
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Hockey U14 E
move, and good at positional play.
Alexander Loubser joined us late in the season.
He proved to be an eﬀective centre-forward who,
although not scoring many goals, was always
good in his positional play and can develop into an
eﬀective forward.
Peter Noonan
Coach
Results of matches played
Pretoria League
vs
Lyttelton Manor
Sutherland
Zwartkops
Waterkloof
AHS
Cornwall Hill
Tuine
Eldoraigne
Woodhill
AHS
PBHS 3
Friendly fixtures
vs
KES
Maritzburg College
Jeppe
St Benedicts
St Johns
AHS

1–0
3–1
2–2
1–0
1–0
1–1
4–0
5–1
0–0
3–0
2–0
5–1
1–1
1–0
6–1
2–0
3–0

Mathew Harris scanning for options to pass
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As I sat down to write my U14 E Hockey report I
could not believe that the 2011 Hockey season was
over. The season was that of a wonderful experience
as the true love for hockey was shown by my
boys, they were there at all practices and matches.
Our matches mainly took place on a Wednesday
afternoon in which we played against other schools’
A/B sides, and this was no problem for the E’s as
they took the wins and losses in their stride. Laughs
were had and jokes were made (like the red and blue
bees). One of the main highlights of the season was
b
our trip down to College where the boys got to meet
o
others as they were hosted out amongst the College
o
under 14 E side, this was the start of new and lasting
u
ffriendships. We unfortunately lost our game 1–0
aagainst College which was not a bad thing as it
gave us the motivation to work hard and improve
g
our skills. This was shown in the return trip, which
o
we drew 0–0. Other highlights of the season were
w
wins against Sutherland and Waterkloof. However,
w
tthe main focus of the 2011 hockey season was not to
w
win (which is nice and a bonus) but to improve both
sskills and confidence and mainly to make lasting
ffriendships and I believe that our main objective
w
was reached. I would like to wish my boys all the
b
best in their Boys High hockey career as well as in
ttheir lives.
T
Taryn Randall
((Coach)

Ashley Kemp deciding to pass left or right
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1st XV Rugby 2011
Once again the PBHS rugby season began in January
with the usual fitness testing, skills training sessions
and gyming programme. Three mornings and four
afternoons a week certainly kept the boys busy and
laid the foundation for the season to come.
After trials and practice matches against St Albans,
Kemptonpark and the 2nd XV, the season oﬃcially
kicked-oﬀ with our away fixture against KES. Played
in pouring rain, it was, as expected, a tough match
and one in which we unfortunately got our season oﬀ
to a start without the result we had wanted.
An added incentive for the 2011 season was our
invitation to attend the Grey High School Rugby
Festival. Falling outside of the Easter break it
was an invitation we accepted gladly and, after a
comfortable victory against Parktown, it was with a
little bit of momentum and renewed confidence that
we flew down to the coastal city of Port Elizabeth.
Inconsistant performances were to lead to a mixed
set of results. Down in P.E. we won one of our
matches and lost two. In reality we could just as
easily have won all three and at the same time lost
all three. In fact, when one considers the quality of
our performances we probably should have beaten
Queens College and Westville Boys High, the two
matches we lost and we should have lost to Daniel
Pienaar, the one match we won. While the results
were certainly not what we wanted they reflected
the rugby we were playing: inconsistent. Against
Queens and Westville in particular, we put some
really enterprising and attractive pieces of play
together only to continually undo the good work
with lapses in concentration, poor spells of execution
and an inability to execute the game plan.
Our inconsistent form continued as we lost to
Maritzburg College in a mud bath of an aﬀair on our
return. This was not the sort of momentum we had
wanted heading oﬀ to St Stithians for the traditional
Easter Festival. In a hard fought match we managed
beat Windhoek High School from Namibia. The
small margin of victory of six points to nil was
more a reflection of our poor execution and missed
opportunities than the closeness of the match. Still
battling to fire on all cylinders and execute the wide
game plan we had been working on, we entered
possibly our toughest fixture of the season so far.
Outeniqua Hoër Skool.
The first half of this match produced without a
doubt our finest thirty-five minutes of rugby for the
season. From the kick oﬀ our execution was perfect,
the game plan worked and by half time we had
scored two magnificent tries and were 14–3 up. We
started the second half well and with fifteen minutes
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to play we were leading 26–9 and should have
comfortably closed the game out. Instead, lapses
in defence, poor refereeing and some opportunistic
play from the opposition resulted in us losing the
match 26 points to 27. A very tough pill to swallow
at a time when we needed a well earned victory.
Despite the demoralising result of the previous
match, it was with resolve that we entered the battle
with Noord-Kaap. Up against a team who up until
then remained unbeaten (and would go on to have
an unbeaten season) and possibly had the biggest
pack in the country, our forwards delivered what
was possibly their finest 35 minutes of the year. To
be honest, we in fact dominated proceedings in that
first half and turned 5–3 down after a Noord-Kaap
try on the stroke of half time. The second half saw
us concede an early try after which the unfortunate
signs of a team lacking in confidence became
apparent. Another two tries by the opposition before
we finally pulled ourselves together to reply with
one of our own, unfortunately did not allow the
score board to reflect the true nature of the game.
When one considers the nature of the opposition
we had already played in our first nine matches of
the season, it was with welcome relief that we entered
into a week oﬀ before resuming duties after the Easter
holiday. However, the opposition did not prove to be
any easier during the second half of the season.
Our first match back after the holidays was our
derby fixture against AHS to be played at home.
Playing possibly the form side in the country at the
time, we were always going to have to deliver the
perfect performance in order to pull oﬀ an unlikely
victory. Despite a gutsy and sound performance, too
many mistakes and an oﬀ form lineout put paid to
any chance we had of causing an upset.
A hard fought victory over Jeppe, a scrappy aﬀair
against St Benedicts and a confidence boosting
performance versus St Johns saw the side pick up
three victories in a row. These were much needed
results going into the second and home fixture against
KES. While the week of preparation for the match
went well this was possibly our most disappointing
performance of the year. Playing against a team
who were to lose only one match during the season,
we needed a near perfect performance to reverse
the result from earlier in the year. Serious lapses in
defence and too many penalties against us ensured
that, despite being fiercely competitive, we were
well beaten.
The final match of the term saw an inconsistent
performance against St Stithians but none-the-less
one which resulted in a victory before the mid-
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1st XV Rugby Team

Front Row L–R: D Hayes, K Pretorius, D O’Grady, T Fjästad (Captain), R de Waal (Vice-Captain), L Marè, H van der Merwe.
Second Row L–R: C Gallager, M Ehlers, T Sanders, N Smith, G Colin, C Anthony, N Ralepelle, W Eve.
Back Row L–R: Miss K Vermeulen (Video Analyst), Mr M Nesbit ( Strength & Conditioning Coach) Mr M Smuts (Assistant Coach),
M Calitz, W Scott, D Fisher, Mr G Hassenkamp (Coach), Mr E Schutte (Physiotherapist).

1

2

4

3
1.
2.
3.
4.

Donovan O’Grady (1 XV) gets the ball out the AHS player can get him.
Kirk Pretorius with a strong carry against Parktown. Marnus Ehlers and captain Thorgny Fjastad oﬀer valuable support.
Steve Barber (U16A) leaves defenders standing against St Johns.
Boys High organise their defence against KES
st
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Josh Chesno (U15A) gets in some kicking practice.
Rossouw de Waal makes a tackle against Grey College.
Ngoako Ralepelle keeps the opposition busy in the match against Grey College.
Jason Viljoen converting a try.
Cameron Anthony keeps the opposition busy in the away fixture against AHS
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values are very much the norm. To put a few of our
results into perspective: the week after we lost to
Grey College, Grey PE were to concede 69 points to
the same team. KES lost only one match this year.
Noord-Kaap were unbeaten this year, including
a victory over AHS. AHS remain an elite rugby
playing school and to play them twice in a season is
a daunting task.
When one considers our front row this year, in
terms of the players we have available, the present
situation is further put into context. There was only
one match this year where our front row weighed
more than the opposition. Yet, despite this, these
boys were seldom dominated and against all odds
they were never destroyed. This front row survived
due to the pride with which they represented their
school, their positive attitude, the hard work they
put in and the fact that they were prepared to work
together. These three men deserve medals and the
attitude with which these boys represented their
school this year reflects that of the entire team.
Having said this, it was obviously not the perfect
season. The matches against Queens, Westville and
Outeniqua were matches we could have won. These
were matches where execution and concentration
let us down badly. In these matches we should have
been better. In the league in which we play and the
expectations placed upon this team we had to be
better. Had we picked up these three results the end
of season score sheet would probably have reflected a
much more realistic version of this team’s ability. Had
we picked up these three results the boys probably
would have had the return on their results which
reflected the time and eﬀort they put into the season.
Although it remains a very real aspect of the
game, an area which certainly did not help our cause
this year was the injury count. In the first match of
the year an illegal tackle put a cruel and abrupt
end to our newly elected captain’s season. After a
frustrating 2010 season, Shaun Ray was to play only
twenty minutes of rugby for the 1st XV this year.
While Shaun’s ability as a player was obviously
missed, his absence in terms of his captaincy can
perhaps not be measured. It really was wonderful to
see Shaun play his final two matches of the season
making his comeback for the 4th XV and have him
on the bench with us against AHS. Shaun is a fine
player and special leader and, should his shoulder
allow it, has the ability to go on and play rugby at a
high level. He deserves nothing less.
Richmond Collins, a two-year veteran and
exceptional player, never completed his comeback
and played only three matches (scoring three
tries) for the team this year. Donovan O’Grady,
our charismatic, talented and inspirational scrumThe Pretorian
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year break. Considering the boys had been training
virtually non-stop since the start of the year a four
week breather was a welcome and much needed
change.
As was the case last year, a squad of 22 players
gathered during the last week of the holidays to resume
preparations for the final three matches of the season:
Grey College, Maritzburg and AHS! After four days of
training and a practice match against the Harlequins
U19 side we were as well prepared for the Grey College
game as we could have been. Or at least we thought
so! Now meeting the recent Craven Week Champions,
we unfortunately received the wrong end of the
stick from a team who were well drilled, brimming
with confidence and ruthless in every department,
particularly so in the mid-field. During the first half
of the season Grey had, by their own standards,
spluttered along but Craven Week had obviously
done them a world of good and we were the first of
three teams subsequent to them winning the week, to
receive a rugby lesson from them. While certainly outplayed, it must be said that our performance was also
rather disappointing. Although we were not going to
win this match, we let ourselves down in the second
half in the manner in which we allowed Grey to score
a number of their tries.
Without a doubt our best seventy minutes of
rugby for the season were saved for the Maritzburg
College return fixture. This was a match in which our
execution was sharp, the game plan well executed
and the many hours of hard work that the boys had
put in evident. While the result of this match was
most satisfying it was more the character that the boys
showed in rising to the occasion after the previous
week’s disappointment that was most impressive.
Unfortunately, the high of the Maritzburg match
was to be short lived. Despite an excellent week of
preparation and a good build up to the fixture, AHS
were to prove to be too strong in the final match of
the year. Within the first fifteen minutes of the match,
three mistakes of ours were ruthlessly punished and
we found ourselves trailing 22 points to nil without
the game having seemingly started. Despite a gutsy
and determined fight back we were unable to
breech the AHS try line despite a couple of scoring
opportunities and, in their normal precise manner,
AHS were to score a further three second half tries.
Despite the up and down nature of the season all
the boys who were involved in the 1st XV this year
can be very proud of themselves. What they need to
remember is that Pretoria Boys High School remains
very much an amateur rugby playing school in
a professional environment. The days of buying
players, specialised players, professional coaches,
performance enhancing drugs and lost old-school
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half had his season cut short half way through
due to a serious knee injury. Greg Colin the team’s
top try scorer played only twelve of the eighteen
matches this year, missing the last five in succession.
Reinhardt Swart, a 2010 player, represented the
school on only eight occassions. There is no doubt
that all these players were sorely missed and that
along the way they would have made a diﬀerence.
As is the case with any long season there are a
number of people who need to be thanked. To
Mike Smuts and Eghardt Schutte a sincere word of
appreciation for your support both on and oﬀ the
field. Both of you bring calm and common sense to
the game which I often do not. Your passion and
pride for the school is rivalled only by the boys, and
the value you two have added to this team has been
immense.
A very special word of thank you to our captain,
Thorgny Fjastad. Thorgny stepped into the gap left
by Shaun during the very first match and never
looked back. As a player in the front row Thorgny
was a man. How he never landed up in traction
this year is testimony to the ‘never say die’ attitude
with which he has represented his school at first
team level for the past two years. A humble and
courageous young man, Thorgny did a fantastic job
captaining the side. As a man of few words Thorgny
led by example, winning the respect of his team
mates and proved to be an outstanding ambassador
for his school. Thorgny is a special young man to
whom the school owes a deep debt of gratitude for
his services.
There are many others who have generously
given of their time, support and advice this year.
To Matthew Nesbitt, Mike Housdon, Erlo Rust and
Paul Ewart-Phipps, Mr Reeler, Karin Vermeulen,
Paul Anthony, Dr Lombard, Klein-Jan Tromp,
Henri Bantjes, Wessel Roux, J.P. Ferreira, Chili-Boy

Ralepelle, Niku Kruger, Joey Mongalo, Gerrit Smith,
Henning Gericke, Alwyn Myburgh, James, Michael
and Kyle as well as Patrick Vermeulen and Abraham
Shalang, thank you all very much for all your input
and support.
To the parents of the boys for your continued
support, a sincere word of thanks. For those who
travelled down to Port Elizabeth we trust you
enjoyed the tour as much as we did. For adjusting
holiday arrangements, early morning trips into the
school and your continual words of appreciation we
are most grateful.
In conclusion and most importantly to the boys:
thank you. Thank you for your time, eﬀort, sacrifice
and dedication this year. Your parents want you
to study hard, your housemaster wants you to
play a summer sport, your girl friend wants your
attention and we demand your total and, at times,
unreasonable dedication. Unfortunately this has
become the reality of school boy rugby. If there were
two words I could choose to describe the 1st XV of
2011 they are character and bravery. The character
you showed to continually pick yourselves up and
bounce back week after week was exemplary and
says a lot about the kind of team that you were and,
more importantly, about the people you are. There is
no doubt that here “Shinga, Shinga” comes to mind!
Despite being outgunned on many an occasion you
always fought bravely. It does not matter whom
we played against or where we played you always
believed that it was your day. You always believed
that ‘today’ we would win. This just seems to be the
Boys High way. There is no doubt that this bravery
comes from the pride with which you wore the
Candies Jerseys this year. Fold up those jerseys,
boys, and put them away. Put them in a special
place. And put them away in the knowledge that
you made your school proud.

The following players also represented the 1st XV this year:
Warwick Dunkley
Richmond Collins
Cedrick Kabeya
Tyronne Dahlen
Thomas Wood
Shaun Ray
Kieran Golden
Matthew Schiff
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Scrum-Half
Wing
Prop
Prop
Flank
Hooker
Fly-Half
Flank

Matches 4
Matches 3
Matches 3
Matches 2
Matches 2
Matches 1 (Captain)
Matches 1
Matches 1

Tries 3

Tries 1

capitalising on a match where we should have done
much better. In a game where we did not play badly,
too many lost line-outs, knock-ons, missed penalty
opportunities and two soft tries prevented us from
achieving the result we desperately wanted.
vs Windhoek HoërskooL. Won 6(3)–0(0)
A match in which we failed to dominate to the
extent that we should have. Despite this we set up
a number of good attacking opportunities but poor
execution or options prevented us from scoring the
tries that we should have. Two well struck penalties
either side of half time (the first by Rossouw de Waal
and the second by Donovan O’Grady) proved to be
the diﬀerence in the score line.
vs Outeniqua. Lost 26(14)–27(3)
For the first time this season we were able to play
the rugby of which we knew the side was capable.
An excellent first half saw us dominate proceedings
completely. A solid scrum, excellent line outs and
very physical performance in the loose presented
us with the front foot ball we needed. This allowed
the backline to run eﬀectively and score two well
deserved and unanswered tries. In the second half
we continued to play well but two lapses in defence
allowed Outeniqua to score two of their four tries.
Despite an opportunistic try by the opposition, a
very poor refereeing decision and a shortened second
half, this was a match where we were the victims of
our own undoing. An excellent performance with a
very disappointing result.
vs Noord-Kaap Hoërskool. Lost 24(5)–10(3)
Up against a big and physical side, we produced an
excellent first half of rugby where we matched them
in every department. After a missed opportunity
towards the end of the first half we allowed NoordKaap to score just before the break. Just after halftime Noord-Kaap were to score again after which we
allowed our heads to drop resulting in 20 minutes
where we played poorly and let ourselves down.
During the last 10 minutes we picked it up, played
the brand of rugby we had spoken about before the
match which resulted in a Richmond Collins try
as well as another by Greg Colin, which was to be
disallowed.
vs AHS. Lost 26(12)–10(3)Outweighed by about 15kg
to the man (certainly in the forwards anyway) every
player stepped up to the plate and the team produced
a fine performance. At no stage did we ever stand
back or were physically dominated. After an exciting
and eﬀective start to the match, a soft try just before
half-time and then a poor 15 minutes at the start of
the second half saw us trailing by 26 points to 3 with
20 minutes to play. This margin proved too big to
close. Once again in the last quarter we played some
good rugby, scoring a try and setting up a number of
The Pretorian
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The Matches:
vs K.E.S. Lost 19 (6)–9 (9)
A match played in torrential rain where neither team
was able to play the attacking rugby they would
have liked. Despite ample possession and territory
it was unfortunately a game where we failed to set
up any real chances. King Edwards had one real
chance in the second half and scored and that was
the diﬀerence in the score line. A gutsy and brave
performance in poor conditions but a disappointing
result where we should have done better.
vs Parktown. Won 34 (15)–5 (0)
While we dominated in all respects, too many
unforced errors and penalties against us prevented
us from gaining any sort of momentum or asserting
the authority on the game to the extent that we
should have. In the final ten minutes we began to
put together a few phases of play and played some
decent rugby. A good result but not necessarily a
good performance.
vs Queens College. Lost 22 (22)–17 (10)
After a very disappointing 23 minutes where we
played seriously poor rugby we found ourselves
trailing by 22 points to five. With a strong wind
behind us, a spirited second half performance saw
us dominate play and get ourselves back into the
game. Despite a number of opportunities on the
opposition’s try line at the end of the game we were
unable to steal the result for which we set ourselves
up.
vs Daniel Pienaar. Won 20 (10)–19 (14)A tough
and uncompromising match, played on a hard
and dusty field, this was as close as the score line
suggests. Up against a big and physical pack we
were unable to play the expansive game we would
have liked. While not a wonderful exhibition of
rugby the boys certainly showed loads of character
and determination to get the result we desperately
needed.
vs Westville. Lost 27 (17)–17 (12)
Another poor start led us to once again have to play
catch up rugby after finding ourselves trailing 10 nil
after 5 minutes. After this initial setback, an inspired
first half performance saw us play our best rugby
of the season so far, trailing 17 – 12 at half time. As
good as we were in the first half we were as poor
in the second. Indecisive decision making, lateral
running, poor handling and slow ball ensured that
we left ourselves no chance of winning this match.
vs Maritzburg College. Lost 17(7)–9(6)
A match played in wet and cold conditions and
on a mud bath of a field. Under such conditions
it was always going to be the team that made the
least mistakes that won. Despite ample ball and
territory, mistakes at vital stages prevented us from
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other opportunities. Unfortunatly these were not to
be taken. While throughout the game we remained
fiercely competitive, unfortunately our line-outs
were to let us down and we were unable to create
the attacking platform we needed. Playing against a
quality team and the form side in the country at the
time, the boys produced a performance they could
be proud of.
vs Jeppe. Won 24(6)–13(7)
This was a match in which we battled to find any
sort of rhythm and did not perform well: a first
half where two lapses in defence and numerous
unforced errors kept us under pressure and a second
half where we played in fits and starts. Not a great
display of rugby from either side but a much needed
win all the same.
vs St Benedicts. Won 8(3)–3(3)
In a match dominated by shocking refereeing we
failed to gain any real momentum and stamp our
authority on the game to the extent that we should
have. In the first half an early disallowed try, too
many unforced errors and poor tackling allowed
St Benedicts to apply loads of pressure and created
an even contest. In the second half a slightly
more organised and physical performance saw
us dominate proceedings, albeit with a number of
missed opportunities and two more erroneously
disallowed tries. A forgettable game of rugby.
vs St Johns. Won 45(21)–9(9)
While certainly not a faultless performance still a
very good team eﬀort. A solid performance from the
forwards in all departments and some attractive play
from the backs allowed us to score seven unanswered
tries. While a 45–9 score line was always one we
would have accepted, with some better option taking,
straighter running and less handling errors, we may
well have scored a couple more tries.
vs K.E.S. Lost 31(17)–15(3)
A fast paced, physical and uncompromising match.
Up against a well drilled and organised side we
were always going to have to be at our best to win
this one. While the score line perhaps does not
reflect the closeness of the match, lapses in defence,
too many penalties against us and poor options and
execution never left us with a chance. An extremely
disappointing result!
vs St Stithians. Won 33(18)–24(9).
A match where we dominated the major part of
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1. Dale Harris (U16A) looks to beat two Grey College defenders.
2. Ngoako Ralepelle with a strong carry against Grey College.
3. Josh Chesno (U15A) gets caught by a Ben Vorster defender.

1

2

3
1. Kirk Pretorius with a familiar carry. Maximilian Calitz and Tyrone
Sanders look to support.
2. Maximilian Calitz attempts to control the ball against Grey College
while Ngoako Ralepelle comes in to support.
3. Rossouw de Waal slots a drop kick against Maritzburg College while
Warwick Dunkley and Hano van der Merwe look on.
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play, often stringing together a number of phases
and producing some atractive rugby. Once again
too many penalties counted against us, while poor
execution and finishing saw us fail to complete a
number of scoring oportunities. A disappointing
end to the match which saw St Stithians score two
tries in the final three minutes.
vs Grey College. Lost 62(21)–3(3).
As always, up against a big, fit and physical Grey
College team with a particularly good mid-field, it
was always going to be a tough match. Despite a
good start to the game and a competitive first half
where Grey scored largely oﬀ our mistakes, the
flood gates were to open in the second. With our
serious lack of ball, a rampant Grey College centre
pairing removed any chance we had of remaining
competitive for the rest of the match. On the few
occasions that we did have the ball, poor execution
and mistakes due to a lack of confidence prevented
us from creating any platform from which to play.
vs Maritzburg College. Won 34(3)–24(3).
A match in which the team finally played the sort of
rugby we had been working towards during the year.
After a tentative start to the match and a first half where
we should have already put tries on the board, it was
in the second half that we created the momentum we
deserved. Playing oﬀ a solid foundation set by the
forwards, where our performance at the breakdown in
particular was superb, the backs had the time and space
they needed to execute their play well. An open and
flowing second half ensued where we scored five well
worked tries. Three soft tries by the opposition were a
disappointing aspect of the match but were nevertheless
unable to detract from a wonderful victory.
vs AHS. Lost 44(25)–0.
Playing against a big, physical, athlectic and well
drilled side, it was always going to be a tough match.
A poor start saw us make a number of mistakes and
within fifteen minutes three of these mistakes were
ruthlessly punished and turned into tries by the
opposition. Trailing 25–0 at half time, the boys fought
bravely in the second half. Disappointingly, despite
more ball, better territorial position and opportunity,
we were unable to get onto the score board. AHS
continued in their clinical manner, scoring a further
three second half tries. Well, the result was certainly
disappointing but the performance from the boys
was certainly brave indeed.
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Player Profiles:
Hano van der Merwe. Loose Head Prop.
Matches Played: 18.
As an honest and hard worker, Hano proved to be an
extremely easy player to coach. Always setting the
highest of standards for himself, Hano often became
frustrated with his own performance if it was not as
good as he expected. While not a flashy player, Hano
did all the basics well; scrumming, lifting in the lineouts and covering ground around the field. In a front
row that was outweighed in every match which we
played, Hano fought well above his weight, both
physically and mentally, to ensure that it was only
on the rare occasion that we were dominated. A
committed and loyal player, an excellent role model
to his team mates and a wonderful team man.
Marnus Ehlers. Hooker.
Matches Played: 18. Tries: 1.
Possibly the find of the season! A more tenacious,
committed and loyal Boys High boy you will not
find. Despite being outweighed in every match
he played, Marnus NEVER stood back to anyone.
Marnus will rank in our top three in terms of tackle
count for the year, often taking down players twice
his size and putting in twice as many hits than some
of his team mates who were better empowered to
do so. Considering his size it was uncanny how
often Marnus would stand out in a match and
this particularly so in the matches against tough
opposition. Despite his diminutive standing, Marnus
ensured that we took more tight-heads this year than
we conceded: a testimony to the manner in which he
approached the game. Marnus was a committed and
responsible team man who continued to work hard
at his game. He is a young man who led from the
front, made his school proud and is an example to
all of what can be achieved if you are prepared to
work for it.
Thorgny Fjastad. Captain. Tight Head Prop. Blue
Bulls U19 (Noord-Vaal)
Matches Played 18: Tries: 1.
Despite his lack of bulk for a front row player, never
mind a tight-head prop, Thorgny never failed to
impress. Thorgny worked extremely hard in the
scrum and was never destroyed by his opposite
number which is testimony to the determined,
tenacious manner in which he played the game.
Around the park, Thorgny had an extremely high
work rate and was perhaps the most “honest”
player in the side. While not scoring tries or
taking the outside gap, Thorgny was always there,
cleaning rucks, sealing the ball and doing the basics
without which a team cannot play. As a humble and
courageous young man, Thorgny did a fantastic job
captaining the side. A man of few words ,Thorgny
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led by example, winning the respect of his team
mates and proving to be an outstanding ambassador
for his school.
David Fisher. Lock.
Matches Played: 18. Tries: 1.
David was an invaluable member of the side. Every
rugby team needs a player who leads from the front
and, in 2011, David was this player. A man of few
words but big actions, David brought an immense
amount of energy to the side and played every match
as if it was his last. In terms of pride and passion
and what it meant to wear the Candies jersey, David
was without peer. Considering what it meant to
David to play for this side it is not surprising that,
despite being a lock, he had the highest tackle count
in the team. David’s uncompromising attitude, his
strength and ability as a good line-out jumper, will
ensure that he continues to play the game at a high
level for years to come.
Lynton Mare. Flank/Lock.
Matches: 18. Tries: 3.
Once again, Lynton was our go-to man in the lineouts. Playing in his second year of 1st XV Rugby,
Lynton was very happy to accept responsibility for
this area of the game and he did not disappoint. Our
line-outs were to a large extent a strong aspect of
our game. Quick and athletic on the ground, Lynton
continued to gain experience and an increased
ability, not only to secure his own ball, but also to
read and compete for opposition ball. Lynton must
rank with the best line-out jumpers in the country.
Lynton remains a player with a high work rate who
covers a lot of ground and gets through a lot of work
during a match. He will be an extremely influential
player in 2012.
William Scott. Lock. Blue Bulls U19 (Noord-Vaal)
Matches Played: 14.
A “junior” player in the team, William improved
with every match as his confidence continued to
grow. A tall, big and strong boy with the attitude
to match, William became a real threat with the ball
in hand through his abrasive and physical carries
oﬀ the side of the ruck. As a good line out jumper,
intelligent player and honest worker, William should
be a serious player in 2012.
Ngoako Ralepelle. Flank. Blue Bulls Academy.
Matches: 15. Tries: 2.
Ngoako made a belated debut for the 1st XV this year,
but after his first few minutes in the Candies jersey it
was very apparent that this was the level at which he
was meant to play. His incredibly strong ball carries,
eﬀective hand-oﬀ, ruthless cleaning out of rucks,
eﬀective tackling and high work rate made Ngoako
a hugely influential player in the team. He is a man
of few words but big action. Considering Ngoako is

many Friday afternoons down at the field practising
his kicking and passing. Conor brought a diﬀerent
dimension to the scrum-half position. He was more
your clinical scrum-half whose service was spot-on
and feeding the backline or pods of forwards was
his first priority. He also has a very accurate and
eﬀective kicking game. Conor was one of those
players that one hardly noticed on the field, just
going about his business in an uncomplicated, yet
very eﬀective, manner. Conor proved not only to
be an eﬀective scrum-half but also a young man of
immense character who always, unselfishly, put the
needs of the team before his own.
Rossouw De Waal. Fly-Half. Vice Captain. Blue
Bulls U19 (Noord-Vaal)
Matches Played: 17. Tries: 5. Pen.: 11. Con.: 7. Drop
Goal: 1. Total Points: 75.
Rossouw moved back to fly-half this season after
playing inside centre last year. He was probably the
strongest ball carrier in the back line. He has the ability
to always make ground, cross the advantage line,
commit two or three players in defence and return
the ball. He is a natural ball player and has the ability
to create opportunities from nothing. Rossouw’s
distributive skills are outstanding and his kicking
from hand also very good. On the return match
against Maritzburg College, he got the momentum
going with a very important drop goal and a try later
on to contribute to an emphatic victory. Although
quite soft spoken and reserved, Rossouw managed to
control the game with confidence at No. 10.
Greg Colin. Wing.
Matches Played: 12. Tries: 7.
Greg Colin was the wing with speed and the man
with feet! Greg is one of those examples of a boy
who never played A-team rugby, but excelled
in his Matric year to become the player that one
does not want to go without. His opponents often
underestimated his speed and agility because of his
slender build and were, on more than one occasion,
left standing as a result. Greg was our top try
scorer this season and scored many spectacular and
attractive tries on the left wing. Unfortunately for
Greg and the team, he got injured towards the end
of the season and missed the last 4 matches. He was
sorely missed!
Wayne Eve. Inside Centre.
Matches Played: 16. Tries: 1.
Wayne is another player who never played A-team
rugby during the age group years but, with his
positive attitude and determined character, he
made the No. 12 jersey his own. Wayne may well
have been the smallest inside centre in the country
this year, but like most of his team mates, he fought
well above his weight. His burst of speed over the
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only in Form 4, we look forward to watching him
perform next year.
Dylan Hayes. Flank.
Matches Played: 16. Tries: 1.
What Dylan may lack in size he certainly makes up
for in attitude and dedication. Dylan was a tireless
and honest player this year with an extremely high
work rate. He covered huge amounts of ground
during every match. Fiercely competitive, Dylan
proved to be an eﬀective and aggressive ball carrier
and, with his safe, waterpolo playing hands, he
was a good option at the back of the line-out. An
extremely passionate Boys High boy, he always
wore his Candies Jersey with pride.
Kirk Pretorius. Eighth Man. Blue Bulls Academy.
Matches Played: 18. Tries: 6.
As was expected, Kirk proved to be an extremely
influential player in the team this year. A big, strong
and mobile player, Kirk was used as our main ball
carrier, often making many hard fought yards down
the middle of the field with his aggressive and
strong approach. On the ground Kirk also proved to
be an instrumental player. As a continual threat over
the ball, he often frustrated the opposition team by
slowing down, forcing the penalty or stealing their
ball. Kirk is a natural ball player and has all the
physical attributes to go forward and play the game
at the highest level.
Donovan O’grady. Scrum-half.
Matches Played: 10. Tries: 3. Pen.: 9. Con.:9. Total
Points:60.
Donovan was one of those scrum-halves that
brought much more to the game than just being a
number 9. As a typical scrum-half he thought that he
could tackle anyone on the field, and he did! With a
heart the size of a lion, he brought energy, intensity
and loads of bravery to the game. His passing has
become very accurate and he has a kicking game
to match.. Many a time he played the game as if
he was a loose forward, stealing plenty of ball.
The opposition disliked playing against Donovan
because he kept them busy! Donovan was also our
first choice goal kicker. When the chips were down,
Donovan was our go-to man. Unfortunately, he got
injured during the first round of Bulls trials and we
lost him for the final eight matches of the season.
Needless to say, it was a massive blow to the team
where not only his playing ability was missed but
also his leadership skills.
Conor Gallagher. Scrum-Half.
Matches Played: 10.
Conor started the season as the back-up scrum-half.
With the injury to Donovan O’Grady, he had no
problem making the step up, and made the position
his own. Conor worked hard at his game and spent
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first 5 metres, his ability to straighten the line and
to run the correct angles on attack made him the
ideal candidate for this position. His ability to talk
everyone into position on defence and his resilient,
tough attitude, made him an obvious choice in the
midfield. Wayne was sorely missed in the final two
matches of the season due to concussion.
Maximilian Calitz. Outside Centre.
Matches Played: 14. Tries: 3.
Max started the season as a wing. It, however, became
obvious that he was our best defender and one-onone tackler in the team. Max was moved to outside
centre and we never looked back. Max has the ability
to time his tackles in such a way that the opponent
gets the ball and all of Max at the same time. He was
often the reason for a few stoppages on the field due
to opposition players being winded or injured after
a Max Calitz altercation. His distributive skills are
good and with his strong running, he broke many
a defensive line. Max was a very easy boy to coach
this year, and, with his delightful sense of humour,
proved to be a popular member of the team.
Nathan Smith. Outside Centre.
Matches 10.
Nathan started the season at outside centre. From
the start we knew it would be a big jump from U15A
rugby to 1st Team level. Nathan was the only U16
boy in the team, and, rightly so, was called “baby”
by most of his team mates. Nathan was one of those
players who made everyone around him look good,
because of the opportunities that he created for them.
Nathan was released halfway through the season
to finish the year with the U16A team. Needless to
say, he gained invaluable experience and he will no
doubt be a player of note next year.
Cameron Anthony. Centre/Wing.
Matches Played: 11. Tries: 1.
Being the natural ball player that he is, Cameron
played a lot of his rugby this year out of position on
the wing, yet made it look very easy. Cameron is a
player with good hands, is a strong runner with an
eye for the outside gap and possesses a dangerous
hand-oﬀ. Many opposition players tried to tackle
him only to end up sprawled on the floor. He is
another young player who has gained invaluable
experience this year and of whom much will be
expected in 2012.
Reinhardt Swart. Wing.
Matches: 8. Tries: 2.
Reinhardt’s season was unfortunately cut short due
to an injury early in the year. Reinhardt was a young
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player with 1st Team experience from 2010 and
his absence in the team was sorely felt. He was an
athletic, versatile and committed player who always
put the interests of the team before his own. He was
also an extremely courageous player who would
often put his body on the line without regard for
his own safety. He was a solid team man who never
stopped supporting the side.
Sandile Hlatshwayo. Wing.
Matches: 6. Tries: 1.
Sandile is a player with real athletic ability. In a
number of matches he and Greg Colin made a lethal
combination as our two wings. Sandile joined the
first team halfway through the season and found
the first match quite tough. His willingness to learn
and improve resulted in him cementing his position
in the side. Sandile has the ability to read the game
well. His defence on the wing is second to none and
many teams found it very hard to successfully create
and use an overlap against him. As a Form IV boy
in the side, he is a player who promises to deliver
much next season.
Gavin Engelbrecht. Wing.
Matches 6.
While more of a natural full-back or mid-field player,
Gavin played most of his rugby on the wing for us
this year. What Gavin may have lacked in pace out
wide he certainly made up for by being a hard and
strong runner, solid defender and an honest and
dedicated player with a high work rate. Gavin is
a humble and unassuming young man who goes
about his business with a minimum of fuss. He is an
exciting prospect for next year.
Tyrone Sanders. Full Back.
Matches Played: 16.
Tyrone has been playing full back in this team since
U14 and there are a number of reasons for this. He
has a heart the size a lion, is more than safe under
the high ball, runs with unparallelled determination,
can kick the ball a mile and will not let anybody
through the last line of defence. Tyrone is a tough,
hard and brave young man who will not stand back
for anyone. His deceptive pace and uncanny sidestep has left many an opponent in his wake. On
defence Tyrone did very well to organise the back
three. Tyrone’s cheeky personality and zest for life
brought a wonderful, positive energy to the team
this year.
G Hassenkamp and M Smuts
Coaches
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“All we see is Red and Green” (PBHS vs AHS – second match).
Kirk Pretorius puts in a massive hit in a winning performance against Maritzburg College on Brooks.
Greg Colin fends oﬀ opposition in the match against Jeppe.
Greg Colin on his way to the try line against Jeppe.
Tyrone Sanders releases the ball against KES
Pieter Brune with the ball during the U14B match against Maritzburg College.
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Rugby 2nd XV
It was with a mixture of excitement, anxiety and
disbelief that I accepted the job of coaching the 2nd XV
this year. The prospect of having Mr Ewart-Phipps
by my side was both comforting and intimidating,
since this custodian of Boys High traditions
probably started coaching rugby long before I could
even walk! However, I soon discovered that I would
be working with some of the most committed rugby
players in the school and that I had Mr EwartPhipps’s unconditional support.
An overview of our season shows that we played
a total of 13 matches – winning 6, drawing 1 and
losing 6. We scored a total of 196 points and conceded
170 points. The resulting 50% winning ratio could
perhaps be described as disappointing, but it would
be foolish to evaluate the season based on this one
statistic only. The boys approached every practice
and every match with the utmost dedication and
exuberance. Their determination and fighting spirit
were beyond comparison as they played for their
school and for each other.
The highlight of our season was undoubtedly
the 10 – 0 victory against Maritzburg College – on
Goldstone. Melba Colgrove once said that “joy is the
feeling of grinning inside”, and, if this is anything
to go by, it was truly a joyous occasion. In a tough,
physical encounter on a drenched and muddy
pitch the players simply refused to back down and
displayed character par excellence. It was an inspiring
performance during which fifteen warriors took the
chances that came their way and defended like tigers.
This was the benchmark that we had set for ourselves
and it is indeed a pity that we could not always be as
clinical in the latter parts of the season.
Regular second team players included the following:
• Front row: Cedrick Kabeya, Shuichi Tabei,
and Delvin Swart – A formidable
combination which intimidated
many a team.
• Second row: Willie Lloyd and Dillon Peens – Also
known as the ‘Blood Brothers’, these
locks had a huge physical presence
and the ability to carry the ball well.
• Flankers:
Matthew Schiﬀ and Paul Makgaba –
Two players with an astonishing work
rate and unrivalled commitment.
• Eighthman: Dylan Thomson – Captained the
side ably and proved to be an
invaluable part of our line-outs.
• Scrumhalf: Conor Gallagher – A clever player
with an educated boot and a
calming influence on the team.
Warwick Dunkley – A nimble athlete
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with an eye for a gap and the ability
to keep the team on the front foot.
• Fly-half:
Kieran Golden – A team player who
loves attacking the advantage line
with unconventional running lines,
sometimes even catching his own
players unawares.
• Centres:
Cameron Anthony, Max Calitz,
Daniël Truter and Luke Stevenson
– quality players that never stop
probing opposition lines. All four of
these players possess the ability to
defend ruthlessly when required.
• Wings:
Lee Ridgway, Stuart Dunlop and
Mark Russell – Reliable players with
quick feet and good acceleration.
Unfortunately, they did not see
enough of the ball this season.
• Fullback:
Gavin Engelbrecht and Ruben
Pieterse – Two solid players who
always gave of their best and linked
up well with the rest of the backs.
In conclusion, I would like to thank the boys for the guts
and the pride with which they played. It was an honour
and a privilege to have worked with them and I wish
them all the best of luck for the future. Many thanks
also go to the parents for their continued support and
encouragement throughout the season. Lastly, I would
like to express my gratitude to Mr Ewart-Phipps for all
his support and words of wisdom. His smiles at scrum
time will not be forgotten.
Erlo Rust
Coach
2nd XV Results: 2011
Opponent

Result

KES

Lost 18–19

Parktown

Won 38–3

Maritzburg College

Won 10–0

Zwartkops 1 XV

Lost 41–7

AHS

Lost 6–15

Jeppe

Won 10–0

St Benedicts

Won 24–11

St Johns

Won 32–6

KES

Drew 10–10

St Stithians

Won 31–3

Grey College

Lost 28–0

Maritzburg College

Lost 10–17

AHS

Lost 0–17
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